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GLOBAL GRADIENT BOUNDS FOR THE PARABOLIC
p-LAPLACIAN SYSTEM
VERENA B ¨OGELEIN†
ABSTRACT. A by now classical result due to DiBenedetto states that the spatial gradient of so-
lutions to the parabolic p-Laplacian system is locally Ho¨lder continuous in the interior. However,
the boundary regularity is not yet well understood. In this paper we prove a boundary L∞-
estimate for the spatial gradient Du of solutions to the parabolic p-Laplacian system
∂tu− div
(
|Du|p−2Du
)
= 0 in Ω× (0, T )
for p ≥ 2, together with a quantitative estimate. In particular, this implies the global Lipschitz
regularity of solutions. The result continues to hold for the so called asymptotically regular
parabolic systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
The question concerning the regularity of solutions to partial differential equations of p-
Laplacian type was a longstanding open problem and still there are unsolved questions in this
field. The first breakthrough was achieved by Ural’tseva [28] who proved that solutions of the
elliptic p-Laplacian equation
(1.1) div (|Du|p−2Du) = 0
are of class C1,α in the interior of the domain. The analogous result for elliptic p-Laplacian
systems – which cannot be treated by the techniques used by Ural’tseva for equations – was
achieved ten years later in the famous paper of Uhlenbeck [27]. In turn, the elliptic techniques
did not apply to treat the evolutionary counterpart, the parabolic p-Laplacian system
(1.2) ∂tu− div
(|Du|p−2Du) = 0.
It turned out that the inhomogeneity of the system, i.e. the fact that the scaling with respect to
space and time is not homogeneous and therefore const ·u is in general not anymore a solution,
is a basic obstruction to deduce homogeneous estimates which are unavoidable in any regularity
proof. The brilliant idea to use a certain intrinsic geometry which reflects the inhomogeneity
of the parabolic system was invented by DiBenedetto & Friedman [12, 13] who proved Ho¨lder
continuity of the spatial gradient of the solution in the interior of the domain. For the C1,α-
estimate we also refer to Wiegner [29]. In this setting everywhere regularity cannot be expected.
The crucial idea of DiBenedetto & Friedman to deal with the parabolic case was to introduce
a system of parabolic cylinders different from the standard ones and whose space-time scaling
depends on the local behavior of the solution itself. In a certain sense this re-balances the non-
homogeneous scaling of the parabolic p-Laplacian system. The strategy is to find so called
intrinsic parabolic cylinders of the form
Q̺,λ(zo) := B̺(xo)×
(
to − λ2−p̺2, to + λ2−p̺2
)
, zo = (xo, to)
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in such a way that the scaling parameter λ > 0 and the average of |Du|p over the cylinder are
coupled by a condition of the type
(1.3) −
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|Du|p dz ≈ λp.
The delicate aspect within this coupling clearly relies in the fact that the value of the integral
average must be comparable to the scaling factor λ which itself is involved in the construction
of its support. On such intrinsic cylinders the parabolic p-Laplacian system (1.2) behaves in
a certain sense like ∂tu − λp−2∆u. Therefore, using cylinders of the type Q̺,λ(zo) allows to
re-balance the occurring multiplicative factor λp−2 by re-scaling u in time with a factor λ2−p.
For an application of the technic of intrinsic scaling in the context of higher integrability we
refer to Kinnunen & Lewis [19, 20].
With respect to the boundary regularity the situation is quite different. In the elliptic as well as
in the parabolic case the boundary regularity is well understood only for the equations (1.1) and
(1.2). In the case of equations the Lipschitz regularity of solutions to (1.2) up to the boundary has
been established by DiBenedetto & Manfredi & Vespri [14] and the boundary C1,α regularity
is due to Lieberman [21, 22]. In the parabolic setting by C1,α-regularity we understand Ho¨lder-
continuity of the spatial gradient Du with respect to space and time. Unfortunately the known
proofs of these results use tools like maximum principles that are available only for equations
and therefore these techniques cannot apply in the case of systems. For the associated systems
the C1,α regularity is only known for homogeneous boundary data, i.e. u ≡ 0 on the lateral
boundary [7].
On the contrary, we are interested in general boundary data, which cannot be treated like
homogeneous boundary data, since reflection arguments are not anymore available. In this case,
i.e. general data at the boundary, it has been shown by DiBenedetto & Chen [7] that the solution
– not the gradient – is globally Ho¨lder continuous with respect to the parabolic metric for any
Ho¨lder exponent α ∈ (0, 1). This means that the Ho¨lder exponent with respect to the spatial
direction is α and the one with respect to the time direction is α/2. The case α = 1 cannot be
achieved by this method of proof. With this respect, the case α = 1, i.e. Lipschitz continuity
with respect to the parabolic metric and also higher regularity remained an open problem.
Very recently it has been proved in the elliptic case by Foss [16] that solutions of (1.1) are
Lipschitz continuous up to the boundary. As before, these techniques cannot be transferred to
the parabolic setting because of the non-homogeneous scaling behavior of the problem. The
main goal in this paper is to prove global boundedness of the spatial gradient of solutions to
the parabolic p-Laplacian system and in turn to obtain the global Lipschitz continuity. The basic
difference with respect to the known results is, that this result provides a first boundary regularity
result for the gradient of the solution, i.e. boundedness of the spatial gradient.
In order not to overburden the exposition we restrict ourselves to the more interesting lateral
boundary regularity. The result – in a simplified version – reads as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let p ≥ 2 and Ω be a bounded smooth domain in Rn and T > 0 and suppose
that
u ∈ C0([0, T ];L2(Ω,RN )) ∩ Lp(0, T ;W 1,p(Ω,RN ))
is a weak solution to the parabolic Cauchy-Dirichlet problem
(1.4)
{
∂tu− div
(|Du|p−2Du) = 0 in Ω× (0, T )
u = g on ∂Ω× (0, T ) ∪Ω× {0}
with smooth boundary data g. Then, Du is bounded and u is Lipschitz-continuous with respect
to the parabolic metric up to the lateral boundary, i.e. there holds
Du ∈ L∞(Ω× (ε, T ),RNn) and u ∈ C0;1,1/2(Ω× (ε, T ),RN) ∀ ε ∈ (0, T ).
Of course, the assumptions on the boundary data can be weakened, see Theorem 2.3 below.
But we emphasize that the result is new even for smooth boundary data. Moreover, we also
obtain a point-wise estimate for the spatial gradient, see again Theorem 2.3 below.
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The result of the preceding Theorem continues to hold for a much larger class of degenerate
parabolic systems, the so called asymptotically regular systems. By this we mean parabolic
systems of the type
∂tu− div a(Du),
where a : RNn → RNn is a C1 vector field which behaves asymptotically like the p-Laplacian
in the sense that
lim
|ξ|→∞
Da(ξ)−Db(ξ)
|ξ|p−2 = 0, with b(ξ) := K|ξ|
p−2ξ
holds for some K > 0. The crucial point here is that apart from the fact that a has to be of class
C1 we neither impose a growth assumption for “small values of ξ”, nor do we assume that a has
a quasi-diagonal structure which is usually necessary to obtain everywhere regularity results in
the case of systems. Nevertheless, since a tends to the regular vector field b when the gradient of
the solution becomes large it is reasonable to obtain gradient estimates for this kind of problems.
In the elliptic framework such a result was first obtained by Chipot & Evans [8]. They
proved Lipschitz regularity of minimizers to integral functionals F (v) =
∫
Ω f(Dv) dx with
an integrand satisfying D2f(ξ) → A when |ξ| → ∞ for some elliptic bilinear form A on
R
Nn
. More general integrands were treated later by Giaquinta & Modica [18] and Raymond
[23] and the case of higher order functionals has been considered by Schemm [24]. These
results provide a huge class of elliptic systems, respectively integral functionals with Lipschitz
solutions, respectively minimizers, which is much larger than the well known class of quasi-
diagonal structure. Moreover, a Caldero´n & Zygmund theory and partial Lipschitz regularity
for a very general class of asymptotically regular elliptic systems and integral functionals has
been developed by Scheven & Schmidt [26, 25]. Finally, global Morrey and Lipschitz regularity
results have been obtained by Foss [16] and Foss & Passarelli di Napoli & Verde [17]. To our
knowledge asymptotically regular parabolic problems have not yet been studied.
The aim of this paper now is twofold. The first and most important one, is to prove the
global Lipschitz regularity for the parabolic p-Laplacian system. Our second aim is to start
the investigation of asymptotically regular parabolic systems and thereby deduce the global and
local Lipschitz regularity result.
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT
We let n ≥ 2, N ≥ 1 and fix a growth exponent p ≥ 2. For a differentiable vector field
a : RNn → RNn we consider the parabolic Cauchy-Dirichlet problem
(2.1)
{
∂tu− div a(Du) = 0 in ΩT
u = g on ∂PΩT
in a cylindrical domain ΩT := Ω× (0, T ), where Ω is a bounded domain in Rn and T > 0. The
parabolic boundary of ΩT is given by
∂PΩT := ∂Ω× (0, T ) ∪ Ω× {0}.
At this point we emphasize that the solution u : ΩT → RN is allowed to be vector valued and
refer to Definition 2.1 below for the precise notion of a weak solution. The only assumption we
put on the vector field a is that it is asymptotically of first order related to the p-Laplacian vector
field in the sense that
(2.2) lim
|ξ|→∞
Da(ξ)−Db(ξ)
|ξ|p−2 = 0, where b(ξ) := K|ξ|
p−2ξ
holds for some K > 0. Note that the model case of the p-Laplacian, i.e. a(ξ) = |ξ|p−2ξ is
included in (2.2). Concerning the regularity of the boundary values, i.e. of ∂Ω and g, we shall
assume that g : ΩT → RN is a continuous function and
(2.3) ∂Ω is C1;β , Dg ∈ C0;β,0(ΩT ,RNn), ∂tg ∈ Lp′,(1−β)p′(ΩT ,RN)
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for some β ∈ (0, 1). As usual, by p′ := pp−1 we denote the Ho¨lder conjugate of p andΩT := Ω×
[0, T ]. The definition of parabolic Ho¨lder- and Morrey-spaces of the type C0;β,0 and Lp′,(1−β)p′
is given in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 below. We now provide the notion of a weak solution to the
parabolic Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1).
Definition 2.1. A map
u ∈ C0([0, T ];L2(Ω,RN )) ∩ Lp(0, T ;W 1,p(Ω,RN ))
is called a (weak) solution to the parabolic Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) if and only if∫
ΩT
u · ϕt − 〈a(Du), Dϕ〉 dz = 0(2.4)
holds for every test-function ϕ ∈ C∞0 (ΩT ,RN ), and the following boundary conditions are
satisfied:
u(·, t)− g(·, t) ∈W 1,p0 (Ω,RN ) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T )
and
lim
h↓0
1
h
∫ h
0
∫
Ω
|u(x, t)− g(x, 0)|2 dx dt = 0 .
As already explained before, our aim is to prove global and local Lipschitz regularity of
the spatial gradient Du of weak solutions to (2.1). By Lipschitz regularity we of course mean
Lipschitz with respect to the parabolic metric
dP
(
(x, t), (y, s)
)
:= max
{
|x− y|,
√
|t− s|
}
,
for x, y ∈ Rn and t, s ∈ R. This is equivalent with the parabolic Ho¨lder space C0;1,1/2, i.e.
the space of functions which are Lipschitz with respect to the spatial direction and Ho¨lder-
continuous with Ho¨lder-exponent 1/2 with respect to time; see Definition 3.1 below. Instead of
(2.2) it will be convenient to use the following equivalent definition of asymptotic regularity:
Remark 2.2. The vector field a is asymptotically of first order related to the p-Laplacian in the
sense of (2.2) if and only if
(2.5) |Da(ξ)−Db(ξ)| ≤ ω(|ξ|)(1 + |ξ|)p−2, ∀ ξ ∈ RNn
holds for some bounded function ω : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) with
(2.6) lim
s→∞
ω(s) = 0.
✷
We are now in the position to state the main result.
Theorem 2.3. Let
u ∈ C0([0, T ];L2(Ω,RN )) ∩ Lp(0, T ;W 1,p(Ω,RN ))
be a weak solution to the parabolic Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (2.1) in ΩT under the assumptions
(2.2) and (2.3). Then, for any ε ∈ (0, T ) we have
Du ∈ L∞(Ω× (ε, T ),RNn) and u ∈ C0;1,1/2(Ω× (ε, T ),RN)
and there exists ̺o ∈ (0, 1] such that the quantitative estimate
|Du(zo)| ≤ c1
(
−
∫
Q̺(zo)∩ΩT
|Du|p dz
) 1
2
+ c2
holds for a.e. zo ∈ Ω × (ε, T ) and any parabolic cylinder Q̺(zo) ⊂ Rn × (0, T ) with ̺ ∈
(0, ̺o]. Thereby, the constant c1 depends only on n,N, p,K and c2 and ̺o depend on n,N, p,K,
∂Ω, β, |a(0)|, ω(·), ‖Dg‖C0;β,0(ΩT ), ‖gt‖Lp′,(1−β)p′ (ΩT ), where ω(·) is from Remark 2.2.
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Remark 2.4. Here, we remark on some possible generalizations of Theorem 2.3. Indeed, the
same result holds when the vector field a is asymptotically of first order related to a vector field
b of quasi-diagonal Uhlenbeck structure, i.e.
(2.7) b(ξ) = f(|ξ|)ξ with f(|ξ|) ≈ |ξ|p−2.
The symbol ≈ of course has to be made precise in a suitable way. Moreover, one could allow
that a additionally depends on (x, t). In order to keep the exposition as clear as possible we
decided to consider only the easiest case where a satisfies (2.2). Furthermore, we did not include
investigations about the regularity at the initial time t = 0 and restricted our considerations to
the lateral boundary. ✷
The strategy in the proof to deal with non-homogeneous boundary data g is to interpret g as a
perturbation of the solution u. More precisely, instead of u we consider the function v := u− g
which has boundary values equal to zero. Then, v satisfies the parabolic system
∂tv − div a(Dv +Dg) = −∂tg
and since Dg is assumed to be bounded we have that Dv is bounded if and only if Du is
bounded. Here, we should also mention that a change of variable allows us to reduce the proof
to the model situation where ΩT is a half-cylinder. Now, the first important observation is that
it is enough to consider regions where |Dv| is in a certain averaged sense larger then ‖Dg‖∞,
since otherwise we can bound |Dv| in terms of ‖Dg‖∞. The next crucial step is to exploit the
structure of the vector field a which is done by two different comparison arguments. If – roughly
speaking – the mean value of |Dv|p on some cylinder is small compared to the oscillations of
Dv (this case is called the degenerate regime) we compare v to the solution w of the parabolic
system
∂tw − div b(Dw) = 0 on Q ∩ ΩT for some cylinder Q
which has lateral and initial boundary values equal to v. The advantage now is that w is zero on
the boundary portion Q ∩ (∂Ω× (0, T )) and therefore satisfies certain a priori estimates which
are a consequence of the C1,α regularity theory of DiBenedetto & Friedman. Nevertheless, the
application of the a priori estimate is not straight forward since it involves intrinsic cylinders as
explained in (1.3). The comparison argument together with the a priori estimate then ensure that
the mean value of |Dv| on some smaller cylinder remains small. Thereby one has to ensure that
the smaller cylinder still is an intrinsic one, with a possibly different scaling factor.
On the other hand, if – roughly speaking – the mean value of |Dv|p on some intrinsic cylin-
der is large compared to the oscillations of Dv (this case is called the non-degenerate regime)
we compare v to the solution of a linear parabolic system. This is achieved via the so called
A-calloric approximation lemma from [15] which is a parabolic counterpart of De Giorgi’s Har-
monic Approximation Lemma [10]. Together with good a priori estimates for solutions to linear
systems and an iteration argument we can prove a bound for the gradient in the center of the
cylinder in this case.
Finally, in order to obtain the desired gradient bound in any case we have to combine the
degenerate and the non-degenerate regime. This is achieved via a delicate choice of the involved
radii and the observation that the conditions for both regimes perfectly match together.
3. NOTATION AND AUXILIARY TOOLS
3.1. Notations. Throughout the paper we will write x = (x1, . . . , xn) for a point in Rn and
z = (x, t) = (x1, . . . , xn, t) for a point in Rn+1. By B̺(xo) := {x ∈ Rn : |x − xo| < ̺},
respectively B+̺ (xo) := B̺(xo) ∩ {x ∈ Rn : xn > 0} we denote the open ball, respectively
upper part of the open ball in Rn with center xo ∈ Rn and radius ̺ > 0. When considering
B+̺ (xo) we do not necessarily assume (xo)n = 0. Indeed, if B̺(xo) ⊂ {x ∈ Rn : xn > 0} it
can also happen that B+̺ (xo) ≡ B̺(xo). Moreover, we write
Λ̺,λ(to) :=
(
to − λ2−p̺2, to + λ2−p̺2
)
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for the open interval around to ∈ R of length 2λ2−p̺2 with ̺, λ > 0. As basic sets for our
estimates we usually take cylinders. These are denoted by
Q̺,λ(zo) := B̺(xo)× Λ̺,λ(to)
and the upper part of the cylinder by
Q+̺,λ(zo) := B
+
̺ (xo)× Λ̺,λ(to),
where zo = (xo, to) ∈ Rn+1. As before, when considering Q+̺,λ(zo) we do not necessarily
assume (xo)n = 0. For the hyperplane xn = 0 in Rn+1 we write
Γ :=
{
(x1, . . . , xn−1, 0, t) ∈ Rn+1
}
and
Γ̺,λ(zo) := Q̺,λ(zo) ∩ Γ
for the flat part of the lateral boundary of Q+̺,λ(zo). Note that it can happen that Γ̺,λ(zo) = ∅.
If λ = 1 we use the shorter notations Λ̺(to) := Λ̺,1(to), Q̺(zo) := Q̺,1(zo), Γ̺(zo) :=
Γ̺,1(zo) and if furthermore zo = 0 we write B̺ := B̺(0), Λ̺ := Λ̺(0), Q̺ := Q̺(0),
Γ̺ := Γ̺(0). For an integrable map v : A→ Rk, k ∈ N, |A| > 0 we denote by
(v)A := −
∫
A
v dz =
1
|A|
∫
v dz
its mean value on A. If A = Q̺,λ(zo) we write (v)zo;̺,λ for the mean value of v on the cylinder
Q̺,λ(zo) and (v)+zo;̺,λ for the mean value on the upper part Q
+
̺,λ(zo) of the cylinder. As before,
when λ = 1 we use the short-hand notations (v)zo;̺ := (v)zo;̺,1 and (v)+zo;̺ := (v)
+
zo;̺,1
. Next,
we define the relevant function spaces
Definition 3.1. With α, β ∈ (0, 1] andQ ⊂ Rn+1 being a bounded open set, a map v : Q→ Rk,
k ≥ 1 belongs to the parabolic Ho¨lder space C0;α,β(Q,Rk) if and only if
‖v‖C0;α,β(Q,Rk) := sup
zo∈Q
|v(zo)|+ sup
zo,z1∈Q,zo 6=z1
|v(zo)− v(z1)|
|xo − x1|α + |to − t1|β <∞.
Definition 3.2. With q ≥ 1, θ ∈ [0, n + 2] and Q ⊂ Rn+1 being a bounded open set, a
measurable map v : Q→ Rk, k ≥ 1 belongs to the parabolic Morrey space Lq,θ(Q,Rk) if and
only if
‖v‖q
Lq,θ(Q,Rk)
:= sup
zo∈Q, 0<̺<diam(Q)
̺θ−(n+2)
∫
Q∩Q̺(zo)
|v|q dz <∞.
3.2. The V -function. Since we are dealing with p-growth problems it is convenient to use the
function Vµ : Rk → Rk, with 1 < p <∞, µ ∈ [0, 1] and k ∈ N, devined by
(3.1) Vµ(A) :=
(
µ2 + |A|2) p−24 A for A ∈ Rk.
The basic properties of the V -function and some related estimates are stated in the following
lemmata.
Lemma 3.3. For 1 < p < ∞ and k ∈ N there exists a constant c = c(k, p) ≥ 1 such that for
any A,B ∈ Rk there holds
(i) 〈|B|p−2B − |A|p−2A,B −A〉 ≥ 1c |V|A|(B −A)|2,
(ii) ∣∣|B|p−2B − |A|p−2A∣∣ ≤ c (|A|2 + |B −A|2) p−22 |B −A|.
The following algebraic fact can be deduced from [1, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 3.4. For every σ ∈ (−1/2, 0), µ ≥ 0 and k ∈ N we have∫ 1
0
(
µ2 + |A+ sB|2)σ ds ≤ 16
2σ + 1
(
µ2 + |A|2 + |B|2)σ ∀A,B ∈ Rk.
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The first part of the following lemma states that the mean value (Du)Q is a quasi-minimum
of the mapping ξ 7→ −∫Q |V|ξ|(Du − ξ)|2 dz amongst all ξ ∈ RNn, cf. [5, Lemma 2.4]. The
second part of the lemma can be seen as a boundary version of this fact and can be proved by
similar arguments.
Lemma 3.5. Let p ≥ 2, Q ⊂ Rn+1 such that |Q| > 0 and u ∈ Lp(Q,RN ) with Du ∈
Lp(Q,RNn).
(i) Then, for any ξ ∈ RNn we have
−
∫
Q
∣∣V|(Du)Q|(Du− (Du)Q)∣∣2 dz ≤ 22p −∫
Q
∣∣V|ξ|(Du − ξ)∣∣2 dz.
(ii) Moreover, for any η ∈ RN we have
−
∫
Q
∣∣V|(Dnu)Q⊗en|(Du− (Dnu)Q ⊗ en)∣∣2 dz ≤ 22p −∫
Q
∣∣V|η⊗en|(Du − η ⊗ en)∣∣2 dz.
3.3. Relevant affine functions. Later on, we will transform the original Cauchy-Dirichlet
problem (2.1) to a model problem on a half-cylinder Q+R for some R > 0. In order to ap-
proximate the solution to the model problem on a cylinder Q+̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Q+R we shall use certain
affine functions depending only on the spatial variable x. This reflects the fact that we want
to prove an L∞-bound for the spatial derivative Du. When defining these affine functions one
usually considers only the cases where Q̺,λ(zo) is an interior cylinder, i.e. when (xo)n ≥ ̺
and hence Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Q+R or a boundary cylinder, i.e. when (xo)n = 0, respectively zo ∈ Γ.
In the latter case one has to work with affine functions which are zero on Γ̺,λ(zo), since such
functions can be used as testing functions in the weak formulation of the problem. On the con-
trary, for our purposes it will be more convenient to work on general cylinders Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR
with zo ∈ Q+R∪ΓR which are not necessarily interior or boundary cylinders. Therefore, we will
extend the definition of the relevant affine functions to such cylinders. Recalling the notational
convention zo ≡ (xo, to) ≡ ((xo)1, . . . , (xo)n, to) we define for zo ∈ Rn+1 with (xo)n ≥ 0 the
affine function
(3.2) ℓzo;̺,λ(x) :=
(u)
+
zo;̺,λ
+ (Du)+zo;̺,λ(x− xo) if (xo)n ≥ ̺2 ,
(Dnu)
+
zo;̺,λ
xn if 0 ≤ (xo)n < ̺2 .
Moreover, by ℓ̂zo;̺,λ we denote the unique affine map minimizing
(3.3) ℓ 7→ −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|u− ℓ|2 dz
amongst all affine maps ℓ(z) = ℓ(x) which are independent of t and additionally satisfy ℓ = 0
on Γ in the case that (xo)n < ̺2 . In the following we do not distinguish in notation affine
maps on Rn+1 from their restriction to Rn = Rn × {0}. If Q̺,λ(zo) is an interior or boundary
cylinder, i.e. if (xo)n ≥ ̺ or (xo)n = 0, a straightforward computation shows that
(3.4) ℓ̂zo;̺,λ(x) ≡

(u)zo;̺,λ +
n+2
̺2 −
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
u⊗ (x˜−xo) dz˜ (x−xo) if (xo)n ≥ ̺
n+2
̺2 −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
u(z˜) x˜n dz˜ xn if (xo)n = 0.
Moreover, if Q̺,λ(zo) is an interior cylinder, i.e. if (xo)n ≥ ̺ one can show that for any η ∈ RN
and ξ ∈ RNn there holds
(3.5) |Dℓ̂zo;̺,λ − ξ|2 ≤
n(n+ 2)
̺2
−
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|u− η − ξ(x− xo)|2 dz
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while in the case that Q̺,λ(zo) is a boundary cylinder, i.e. (xo)n = 0 we deduce from [4,
Lemma 2.2] that for any ζ ∈ RN there holds
(3.6) |Dℓ̂zo;̺,λ − ζ ⊗ en|2 ≤
n+ 2
̺2
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|u− ζ xn|2 dz.
Finally, for interior and boundary cylinders one can show that the minimizer ℓ̂zo;̺,λ of (3.3) is
a quasi minimum of the mapping ℓ 7→ −∫Q+̺,λ(zo) |u − ℓ|s dz for any s ≥ 2. This fact is stated
in the following lemma. The proof for interior cylinders can be found in [5, Lemma 2.8], while
the one for boundary cylinders follows by similar arguments.
Lemma 3.6. Let s ≥ 2 and Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Rn+1 be a parabolic cylinder.
(i) If (xo)n ≥ ̺, then for any affine function ℓ : Rn → RN independent of t there holds
−
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|u− ℓ̂zo;̺,λ|s dz ≤ c(n, s)−
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|u− ℓ|s dz.
(ii) If (xo)n = 0, then for any ζ ∈ RN we have that
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|u− ℓ̂zo;̺,λ|s dz ≤ c(n, s)−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|u− ζ xn|s dz.
3.4. A priori estimates. From the theory of linear parabolic systems it is known that weak
solutions are smooth in the interior and up to the boundary. Later on, in the so called non-
degenerate regime where the solution behaves approximately like a solution to a linear parabolic
system, we shall exploit good excess-decay-estimates for linear parabolic systems with constant
coefficients. Since we are dealing with different situations, i.e. interior cylinders contained in
the half-space {z ∈ Rn+1 : xn > 0} and cylinders intersecting the hyperplane Γ, we will need
suitable excess-decay-estimates for any of them.
Our aim in this section is to provide a priori estimates not depending on the position of the
larger cylinder Q̺(zo); see inequality (3.10) below. The precise form of the estimates plays a
crucial role later, since it allows for a proper comparison argument after linearization. For a
parabolic cylinder Q̺(zo) with (xo)n ≥ 0 we consider the following linear parabolic system
with constant coefficients
(3.7)
{
∂th− div(ADh) = 0 in Q+̺ (zo)
h = 0 on Γ̺(to) if Γ̺(to) 6= ∅.
Thereby the coefficients A are supposed to satisfy the following ellipticity and boundedness
conditions:
(3.8) 〈Aξ, ξ〉 ≥ ν |ξ|2 , 〈Aξ, ξo〉 ≤ L |ξ||ξo| ,
whenever ξ, ξo ∈ RNn and with some parameters 0 < ν ≤ L < ∞. For a good first or-
der approximation with respect to x of the solution one typically uses certain affine functions
depending only on x and not on the time variable t. As in Section 3.3 we distinguish in the
definition of the affine function whether we are more in the interior, or more in the boundary
situation. More precisely, we set
(3.9) ℓ(h)zo;̺(x, t) :=
(h)
+
zo;̺ + (Dh)
+
zo;̺(x− xo) if (xo)n ≥ ̺/2,
(Dnh)
+
zo;̺ xn if 0 ≤ (xo)n < ̺/2.
Note that in the boundary situation, i.e. when the second line of the definition is in force, we
have ℓ(h)zo;̺ ≡ 0 on Γ. With this notation at hand we can now state a unified up-to-the-boundary
excess-decay-estimate for linear parabolic systems.
Proposition 3.7. Let s ≥ 2 and Q̺(zo) ⊂ Rn+1 with (xo)n ≥ 0 and suppose that
h ∈ C0(Λ̺(to);L2(B+̺ (xo),RN )) ∩ Ls(Λ̺(to);W 1,s(B+̺ (xo),RN ))
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is a weak solution of the linear parabolic system (3.7) in Q+̺ (zo) under the assumption (3.8).
Then, h is smooth in Q+̺ (zo) and also smooth up to the lateral boundary Γ̺(zo) if Γ̺(zo) 6= ∅.
Moreover, there exists a constant c = c(n,N, ν, L, s) such that for any θ ∈ (0, 1/16] there holds
(3.10) −
∫
Q+θ̺(zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;θ̺θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ c θs −∫
Q+̺ (zo)
∣∣∣h
̺
∣∣∣s + |Dh|s dz
provided either (xo)n ≥ 2θ̺ or (xo)n = 0.
For the proof of Proposition 3.7 we will combine the following classical results for linear
parabolic systems. The first Lemma contains a Caccioppoli and a Poincare´’s inequality for
solutions which can be deduced for instance from [6, Chapter 5] and [5, Lemma 3.1] applied
with w(x, t) = h(x, t)−Dℓ(h)zo;r(x− xo) and ξ(x, t) = A(Dh(x, t)−Dℓ(h)zo;r).
Lemma 3.8. Let Q̺(zo) ⊂ Rn+1 with (xo)n ≥ 0 and suppose that
h ∈ C0(Λ̺(to);L2(B+̺ (xo),RN )) ∩ L2(Λ̺(to);W 1,2(B+̺ (xo),RN ))
is a weak solution of the linear parabolic system (3.7) in Q+̺ (zo) under the assumption (3.8).
Then, for any r ∈ (0, ̺] with r ≤ (xo)n there holds
−
∫
Qr/2(zo)
∣∣Dh−Dℓ(h)zo;r∣∣2 dz ≤ c(ν, L)−∫
Qr(zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;rr
∣∣∣∣2 dz
and
−
∫
Qr(zo)
∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;r∣∣2 dz ≤ c(n,N,L) r −∫
Qr(zo)
∣∣Dh−Dℓ(h)zo;r∣∣2 dz.
The next lemma already states the up-to-the-boundary smoothness of solutions to the linear
parabolic system (3.7) and provides a priori estimates on interior cylindersQ̺(zo) with (xo)n ≥
̺ and on half-cylinders Q+̺ (zo) with (xo)n = 0. The proof for the boundary situation can be
deduced from the proof of [4, Corollary 3.4], while the interior regularity is a consequence of
[6, Chapter 5].
Lemma 3.9. Let s ≥ 2 and Q̺(zo) ⊂ Rn+1 with (xo)n ≥ 0 and suppose that
h ∈ C0(Λ̺(to);L2(B+̺ (xo),RN )) ∩ Ls(Λ̺(to);W 1,s(B+̺ (xo),RN ))
is a weak solution of the linear parabolic system (3.7) in Q+̺ (zo) under the assumption (3.8).
Then, h is smooth in Q+̺ (zo) and also smooth up to the lateral boundary Γ̺(zo) if Γ̺(zo) 6= ∅.
Moreover, there exists a constant c = c(n, ν, L, s) such that for any θ ∈ (0, 1/2) there holds
−
∫
Q+θ̺(zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;θ̺θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ c θs(−∫
Q+̺ (zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;̺̺
∣∣∣∣2 dz) s2 ,
provided either (xo)n ≥ ̺ or (xo)n = 0.
Now we come to the proof of Proposition 3.7. In the case where either (xo)n ≥ ̺ or (xo)n =
0 holds Proposition 3.7 directly follows from Lemma 3.9. Therefore, the crucial point in the
proof will be to replace the assumption (xo)n ≥ ̺ by the weaker assumption (xo)n ≥ 2θ̺.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. The smoothness of h directly follows from Lemma 3.9. Moreover,
in the case that either (xo)n ≥ ̺ or (xo)n = 0 holds, (3.10) follows from Lemma 3.9 and the
definition of ℓ(h)zo;̺. Therefore, it remains to consider the case where 2θ̺ ≤ (xo)n < ̺.
We fist consider the case 2θ̺ ≤ (xo)n ≤ ̺/8. Applying Lemma 3.9 with (θ̺, (xo)n) instead
of (θ̺, ̺) we obtain
−
∫
Qθ̺(zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;θ̺θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ c( θ̺(xo)n
)s(
−
∫
Q(xo)n (zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;(xo)n(xo)n
∣∣∣∣2 dz) s2 .
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In the following we denote by z′o := (x′o, to) := ((xo)1 . . . , (xo)n−1, 0, to) the orthogonal
projection of zo on Γ. With the help of Lemma 3.8 and the minimizing property of Dℓ(h)zo;(xo)n =
(Dh)zo;(xo)n we further estimate the integral on the right-hand side as follows:
−
∫
Q(xo)n (zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;(xo)n(xo)n
∣∣∣∣2 dz ≤ c−∫
Q(xo)n (zo)
|Dh−Dℓ(h)zo;(xo)n |2 dz
≤ c−
∫
Q(xo)n (zo)
|Dh−Dℓ(h)z′o;4(xo)n |
2 dz
≤ c−
∫
Q+
2(xo)n
(z′o)
|Dh−Dℓ(h)z′o;4(xo)n |
2 dz
≤ c−
∫
Q+
4(xo)n
(z′o)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)z′o;4(xo)n4(xo)n
∣∣∣∣2 dz,
where c = c(n,N, ν, L). Now we are in the position to apply once again Lemma 3.9 to the right-
hand side, but now in the boundary version, i.e. with (zo, θ̺, ̺) replaced by (z′o, 4(xo)n, ̺/2)
and with s = 2. This leads to the estimate
−
∫
Q(xo)n (zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;(xo)n(xo)n
∣∣∣∣2 dz ≤ c(4(xo)n̺/2
)2
−
∫
Q+
̺/2
(z′o)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)z′o;̺/2̺/2
∣∣∣∣2 dz.
Inserting this above and applying Ho¨lder’s inequality we find
−
∫
Qθ̺(zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)zo;θ̺θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ c θs −∫
Q+
̺/2
(z′o)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)z′o;̺/2̺/2
∣∣∣∣s dz
≤ c(n,N, ν, L, s) θs −
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
∣∣∣h
̺
∣∣∣s + |Dh|s dz
and proves the asserted a priori estimate in the case 2θ̺ ≤ (xo)n < ̺/8. If ̺/8 ≤ (xo)n < ̺ we
apply the a priori estimate from above with (θ̺, ̺/8) instead of (θ̺, ̺) and subsequently enlarge
the domain of integration from Q+̺/8(zo) to Q
+
̺ (zo). This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
It is not always possible to compare the solution of the original parabolic system (2.1) to a
solution of a linear parabolic system. In the so called degenerate regime the solution will only
be comparable to the solution of a parabolic p-Laplacian system. Consequently, we shall also
need a priori estimates for solutions to the p-Laplacian system. These a priori estimates can
be deduced from the C1;α-theory of DiBenedetto & Friedman [11, 12, 13] by the arguments of
[5, 3]. In the boundary situation we shall use a reflection argument to obtain suitable estimates.
This is possible since we assume that the solution is zero on the flat part of the boundary.
Lemma 3.10. Let p ≥ 2, c∗ ≥ 1 and let Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Rn+1 be a cylinder with (xo)n ≥ 0,
̺ ∈ (0, 1] and λ > 0 and suppose that
v ∈ C0(Λ̺,λ(to);L2(B+̺ (xo),RN )) ∩ Lp(Λ̺,λ(to);W 1,p(B+̺ (xo),RN ))
is a weak solution of
(3.11)
{
∂tv −K div
(|Dv|p−2Dv) = 0 in Q+̺,λ(zo),
v = 0 on Γ̺,λ(zo) if Γ̺,λ(zo) 6= ∅,
satisfying
(3.12) −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dv|p dz ≤ c∗ λp.
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Moreover, let r ∈ (0, ̺/2] and suppose that either (xo)n ≥ r or (xo)n = 0. Then, there exist
constants αo = αo(n, p,K) ∈ (0, 1), µo = µo(n,N, p,K, c∗) ≥ 1 and ̺s ∈ [0, ̺/2], such that
the following holds: In the case ̺s > 0 there exists µ such that Qr,λµ(zo) ⊂ Q̺/2,λ(zo) and
(3.13) µo
(
2max{r, ̺s}
̺
)αo
≤ µ ≤ 2µo
(
2max{r, ̺s}
̺
)αo
and
(3.14) sup
Q+r,λµ(zo)
|Dv| ≤ λµ
holds. Moreover, for any s ∈ [2, p] we have
(3.15) −
∫
Q+r,λµ(zo)
|Dv −Dℓ(v)zo;r,λµ|s dz ≤ c λsµs min
{
1,
r
̺s
}2αo
with a constant c = c(n,N, p,K). Finally, if 0 < r < ̺s then there holds
(3.16) |Dℓ(v)zo;r,λµ| ≥
λµ
16
,
where ℓ(v)zo;r,λµ is defined according to (3.2) with v instead of u. In the case ̺s = 0 we have
(3.13) with ̺s = 0, (3.14), and (3.15) with r/̺s := ∞. We note that ̺s cannot be explicitly
computed and might depend on zo and the solution v itself.
Proof. If Q̺,λ(zo) is an interior cylinder, i.e. (xo)n ≥ ̺ the assertion has been proved in
[3, Lemma 3.3], respectively in a slightly less general from in [5, Lemma 7.1]. Therefore, it
remains to consider the case where 0 ≤ (xo)n < ̺ and hence Q̺,λ(zo) ∩ Γ 6= ∅. We set
Q := Q̺,λ(zo) ∪ Q̺,λ(z−o ), where z−o := (x′o,−(xo)n, to) denotes the reflection of zo at the
hyperplane Γ. For z =: (x′, xn, t) ∈ Q we define
v˜(x′, xn, t) :=
v(x
′, xn, t) if xn ≥ 0
−v(x′,−xn, t) if xn < 0.
Then, one can show that v˜ is a weak solution of (3.11)1 on Q. From (3.12) and the definition of
v˜ we further have
−
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|Dv˜|p dz ≤ 2−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dv|p dz ≤ 2c∗ λp.
Therefore, we can apply [3, Lemma 3.3] to v˜ on Q̺,λ(zo) to infer the existence of αo =
αo(n, p,K) ∈ (0, 1), µo = µo(n,N, p,K, c∗) ≥ 1 and ̺s ∈ [0, ̺/2], such that the following
holds: In the case ̺s > 0, for any 0 < r ≤ ̺/2 there exists µ such that Qr,λµ(zo) ⊂ Q̺/2,λ(zo)
and (3.13) hold and moreover
(3.17) sup
Qr,λµ(zo)
|Dv˜| ≤ λµ .
In addition, for any s ∈ [2, p] we have
(3.18) −
∫
Qr,λµ(zo)
|Dv˜ − (Dv˜)zo;r,λµ|s dz ≤ c λsµs min
{
1,
r
̺s
}2αo
,
with a constant c = c(n,N, p,K). If 0 < r < ̺s we additionally have
(3.19) |(Dv˜)zo;r,λµ| ≥
λµ
8
.
In the case ̺s = 0 we have (3.13) with ̺s = 0, (3.17), and (3.18) with r/̺s := ∞. In the
case (xo)n ≥ r the assertions (3.14) – (3.16) directly follow from (3.17) – (3.19) since then
v˜ ≡ v on Q+r,λµ(zo) = Qr,λµ(zo). Therefore, it remains to consider the case (xo)n = 0. Since
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|Dv| = |Dv˜| on Q+r,λµ(zo) the assertion (3.14) immediately follows from (3.17). Moreover,
from the definitions of ℓ(v)zo;r,λµ and v˜ we obtain that
Dℓ
(v)
zo;r,λµ
= (Dnv)
+
zo;r,λµ
⊗ en = (Dnv˜)+zo;r,λµ ⊗ en
and
(Dnv˜)zo;r,λµ ⊗ en = (Dv˜)zo;r,λµ
since (Div˜)zo;r,λµ = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}. Hence from (3.18) we conclude that
−
∫
Q+r,λµ(zo)
|Dv −Dℓ(v)zo;r,λµ|s dz = −
∫
Q+r,λµ(zo)
|Dv˜ − (Dnv˜)+zo;r,λµ ⊗ en|s dz
≤ c−
∫
Q+r,λµ(zo)
|Dv˜ − (Dnv˜)zo;r,λµ ⊗ en|s dz + c |(Dnv˜)+zo;r,λµ − (Dnv˜)zo;r,λµ|s
≤ c−
∫
Qr,λµ(zo)
|Dv˜ − (Dv˜)zo;r,λµ|s dz ≤ c λsµs min
{
1,
r
̺s
}2αo
,
which proves (3.15). Finally, if 0 < r < ̺s we have from (3.19) that
|Dℓ(v)zo;r,λµ| = |(Dnv˜)+zo;r,λµ| = 12 |(Dnv˜)zo;r,λµ| = 12 |(Dv˜)zo;r,λµ| ≥
λµ
16
which proves (3.16). This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
3.5. A-caloric approximation lemma. In order to compare the solution of the original prob-
lem to the solution of a linear parabolic system we shall use theA-caloric approximation lemma
from [15, Lemma 3.2].
Lemma 3.11. Given ε > 0, 0 < ν ≤ L and p ≥ 2 there exists a positive function δ = δ(n,
p, ν, L, ε) ∈ (0, 1] with the following property: WheneverA is a bilinear form on RNn satisfying
(3.8) and whenever
u ∈ Lp(Λ̺(to);W 1,p(B̺(xo),RN ))
is a map satisfying
−
∫
Q̺(zo)
∣∣∣u
̺
∣∣∣2 + |Du|2 dz + γp−2 −∫
Q̺(zo)
∣∣∣u
̺
∣∣∣p + |Du|p dz ≤ 1,
for some 0 < γ ≤ 1 and which is approximately A-caloric in the sense that∣∣∣∣−∫
Q̺(zo)
u · ϕt − 〈ADu,Dϕ〉 dz
∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ sup
Q̺(zo)
|Dϕ|, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Q̺(zo),RN ),
then there exists an A-caloric map h ∈ Lp(Λ̺/2(to);W 1,p(B̺/2(xo),RN )) (i.e. h satisfies
(3.7)1 on Q̺/2(zo)) satisfying
−
∫
Q̺/2(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/2
∣∣∣2 + |Dh|2 dz + γp−2 −∫
Q̺/2(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/2
∣∣∣p + |Dh|p dz ≤ 2n+3+2p
and
−
∫
Q̺/2(zo)
∣∣∣u− h
̺/2
∣∣∣2 + γp−2∣∣∣u− h
̺/2
∣∣∣p dz ≤ ε.
The following boundary version of theA-caloric approximation lemma can be deduced from
[4, Lemma 4.1] by considering suitable nested cylinders. This modification allows a slightly
more flexible choice of the cylinders, in the sense that the assumption (xo)n = 0 is replaced by
the weaker assumption (xo)n < ̺/2. We refer to [2, Corollary 2.11] for the precise proof.
Lemma 3.12. Given ε > 0, 0 < ν ≤ L and p ≥ 2 there exists a positive function δ = δ(n, p,
ν, L, ε) ∈ (0, 1] with the following property: Whenever A is a bilinear form on RNn satisfying
(3.8) and whenever
u ∈ Lp(Λ̺(to);W 1,p(B+̺ (xo),RN ))
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with (xo)n < ̺/2 and u ≡ 0 on the lateral boundary Γ̺(zo) and
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Du|2 + γp−2|Du|p dz ≤ 2−(n+2),
for some 0 < γ ≤ 1, is approximately A-caloric in the sense that∣∣∣∣−∫
Q+̺ (zo)
u · ϕt − 〈ADu,Dϕ〉 dz
∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ sup
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dϕ|, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Q+̺ (zo),RN ),
then there exists an A-caloric map h ∈ Lp(Λ̺/4(to);W 1,p(B+̺/4(xo),RN )) (i.e. h satisfies
(3.7) on Q̺/4(zo)) with h ≡ 0 on Γ̺/4(zo) if Γ̺/4(zo) 6= ∅ satisfying
−
∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/4
∣∣∣2 + |Dh|2 dz + γp−2 −∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/4
∣∣∣p + |Dh|p dz ≤ c(n, p)
and
−
∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣u− h
̺/4
∣∣∣2 + γp−2∣∣∣u− h
̺/4
∣∣∣p dz ≤ ε.
3.6. Asymptotic estimates. In this section we deduce some useful estimates from the fact that
the vector field a is asymptotically regular in the sense of (2.2). We start with an upper bound
for Da.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose that the vector field a is asymptotically regular in the sense of (2.2),
then there exists a constant c = c(p) such that
(3.20) |Da(ξ)| ≤ c (‖ω‖∞ +K) (1 + |ξ|)p−2 ∀ ξ ∈ RNn
and
(3.21) |a(ξ)− a(ξo)| ≤ c (‖ω‖∞ +K)
(
1 + |ξo|2 + |ξ − ξo|2
) p−2
2 |ξ − ξo| ∀ ξ, ξo ∈ RNn.
Proof. The first assertion (3.20) immediately follows from (2.5) and the definition of b in (2.2),
since
|Da(ξ)| ≤ |Da(ξ)−Db(ξ)|+ |Db(ξ)|
≤ ω(|ξ|)(1 + |ξ|)p−2 +K(p− 1)|ξ|p−2
≤ c(p) (‖ω‖∞ +K)(1 + |ξ|)p−2.
The second assertion (3.21) now is a consequence of (3.20) and the following computation
|a(ξ)− a(ξo)| =
∣∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
Da
(
ξo + s(ξ − ξo)
)
ds (ξ − ξo)
∣∣∣∣
≤ c(p) (‖ω‖∞ +K)
∫ 1
0
(1 + |ξo + s(ξ − ξo)|)p−2 ds |ξ − ξo|
≤ c(p) (‖ω‖∞ +K)
(
1 + |ξo|2 + |ξ − ξo|2
) p−2
2 |ξ − ξo|.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Next, we provide an auxiliary estimate for the vector field b that will be useful several times
later on.
Lemma 3.14. For the vector field b from (2.2) there holds∣∣b(ξΨ)− b(ξoΨ)− [b((ξ +G)Ψ)− b((ξo +G)Ψ)]∣∣
≤ c |G|(|ξo|2 + |ξ − ξo|2 + |G|2) p−32 |ξ − ξo|
for any ξ, ξo, G ∈ RNn and Ψ ∈ Rn·n invertible and with a constant c = c(p,K, |Ψ|, |Ψ−1|).
We note that both sides of the inequality converge to zero when G→ 0.
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Proof. In the case p = 2 the expression under consideration is equal to zero, since then b(ξ) ≡
Kξ. Therefore, it remains to consider the case p > 2. Here, we first compute∣∣b(ξΨ)− b(ξoΨ)− [b((ξ +G)Ψ)− b((ξo +G)Ψ)]∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
D2b
(
(ξo + s(ξ − ξo) + σG)Ψ
)(
GΨ, (ξ − ξo)Ψ
)
ds dσ
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∣∣D2b((ξo + s(ξ − ξo) + σG)Ψ)∣∣ ds dσ |GΨ||(ξ − ξo)Ψ|
≤ c(p)K|Ψ|2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
|(ξo + s(ξ − ξo) + σG)Ψ|p−3 ds dσ |G||ξ − ξo|.
To be precise, in the case p ∈ (2, 3) the third identity of the preceding computation needs to be
justified, since the argument of D2b(·) could be zero (see [2, Remark 2.14] for the details). Now,
we continue estimating the right-hand side as follows, using Lemma 3.4 twice if p ∈ (2, 3):∣∣b(ξΨ)− b(ξoΨ)− [b((ξ +G)Ψ)− b((ξo +G)Ψ)]∣∣
≤ c(p)K|Ψ|2
∫ 1
0
(|(ξo + s(ξ − ξo))Ψ|2 + |GΨ|2) p−32 ds |G||ξ − ξo|
≤ c(p)K|Ψ|2(|ξoΨ|2 + |(ξ − ξo)Ψ|2 + |GΨ|2) p−32 |G||ξ − ξo|
≤ c(p,K, |Ψ|, |Ψ−1|) |G|(|ξo|2 + |ξ − ξo|2 + |G|2) p−32 |ξ − ξo|.
Note that in the case p ∈ (2, 3) we used in the last line the inequality |AΨ|−1 ≤
|Ψ−1||AΨΨ−1|−1 = |Ψ−1||A|−1 for A ∈ RNn . This yields the result of the lemma. 
The next lemma provides a useful estimate for the vector field a that will be needed several
times in the sequel.
Lemma 3.15. Suppose that the vector field a is asymptotically regular in the sense of (2.2).
Assume further that Ψ ∈ C0;β(B,Rn·n) and G ∈ C0;β(B,RNn) with β ∈ (0, 1), B ≡ B+̺ (xo)
and ̺ ∈ (0, 1]. Then, for any x ∈ B and ξ, ξo, ζ ∈ RNn there holds∣∣〈a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)), ζ Ψ(x)〉− 〈a((ξo +G(xo))Ψ(xo)), ζ Ψ(xo)〉∣∣
≤ c
[(
1 + |ξo|2 + |ξ − ξo|2
) p−2
2 |ξ − ξo|+ ̺β(1 + |ξo|)p−1
]
|ζ|
for a constant c depending on p,K, |a(0)|, ‖ω‖∞, ‖Ψ‖C0;β(B), ‖G‖C0;β(B).
Proof. We first decompose the term under consideration as follows:∣∣〈a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)), ζ Ψ(x)〉− 〈a((ξo +G(xo))Ψ(xo)), ζ Ψ(xo)〉∣∣
≤ ∣∣〈a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)), ζ(Ψ(x) −Ψ(xo))〉|
+
∣∣〈a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)) − a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(xo)), ζ Ψ(xo)〉∣∣
+
∣∣〈a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(xo))− a((ξo +G(x))Ψ(xo)), ζ Ψ(xo)〉∣∣
+
∣∣〈a((ξo +G(x))Ψ(xo))− a((ξo +G(xo))Ψ(xo)), ζ Ψ(xo)〉∣∣
=: I + II + III + IV
with the obvious meaning of I – IV. For the estimate of I we use the Ho¨lder continuity of Ψ and
(3.21) from Lemma 3.13 with ξo = 0 to infer that
I ≤ ̺β‖Ψ‖C0;β(B)
∣∣a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(x))∣∣|ζ|
≤ ̺β‖Ψ‖C0;β(B)
[∣∣a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)) − a(0)∣∣+ |a(0)|]|ζ|
≤ c ̺β‖Ψ‖C0;β(B)
(
1 + |(ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)|2) p−12 |ζ|
≤ c ̺β‖Ψ‖C0;β(B)
(
1 + ‖Ψ‖2L∞(B)‖G‖2L∞(B) + |ξ|2
) p−1
2 |ζ|
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≤ c ̺β(1 + |ξ|2) p−12 |ζ|
≤ c
[
|ξ − ξo|p−1 + ̺β(1 + |ξo|)p−1
]
|ζ|,
where c = c(p,K, |a(0)|, ‖ω‖∞, ‖Ψ‖C0;β(B), ‖G‖L∞(B)). Similarly, we get for II:
II ≤ ‖Ψ‖L∞(B)
∣∣a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)) − a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(xo))∣∣|ζ|
≤ c (1 + |(ξ +G(x))Ψ(x)|2 + |(ξ +G(x))(Ψ(x) − Ψ(xo))|2) p−22
· |(ξ +G(x))(Ψ(x) −Ψ(xo))||ζ|
≤ c ̺β‖Ψ‖C0;β(B)
(
1 + |ξ|2) p−12 |ζ|
≤ c
[
|ξ − ξo|p−1 + ̺β(1 + |ξo|)p−1
]
|ζ|,
where c = c(p,K, ‖ω‖∞, ‖Ψ‖C0;β(B), ‖G‖L∞(B)). Once again by (3.21) we get
III ≤ ‖Ψ‖L∞(B)
∣∣a((ξ +G(x))Ψ(xo))− a((ξo +G(x))Ψ(xo))∣∣|ζ|
≤ c (1 + |(ξo +G(x))Ψ(xo)|2 + |(ξ − ξo)Ψ(xo)|2) p−22 |(ξ − ξo)Ψ(xo)||ζ|
≤ c (1 + |ξo|2 + |ξ − ξo|2) p−22 |ξ − ξo||ζ|,
where c = c(p,K, ‖ω‖∞, ‖Ψ‖L∞(B), ‖Dg‖2L∞(B)). Finally, for the estimate of the term IV we
use (3.21) and the Ho¨lder continuity of G which yields
IV ≤ ‖Ψ‖L∞(B)
∣∣a((ξo +G(x))Ψ(xo))− a((ξo +G(xo))Ψ(xo))∣∣|ζ|
≤ c (1 + |(ξo +G(x))Ψ(xo)|2 + |(G(x) −G(xo))Ψ(xo)|2) p−22 |(G(x) −G(xo))Ψ(xo)||ζ|
≤ c ̺β ‖G‖C0;β(B)‖Ψ‖L∞(B)
(
1 + |ξo|2‖Ψ‖2L∞(B) + ‖G‖2L∞(B)‖Ψ‖2L∞(B)
) p−2
2 |ζ|
≤ c ̺β(1 + |ξo|)p−1|ζ|
with a constant c = c(p,K, ‖ω‖∞, ‖Ψ‖L∞(B), ‖G‖C0;β(B)). Inserting the preceding estimates
for I – IV above we deduce the desired estimate. 
The following lemma allows to compare the vector field a to the p-Laplacian vector field b
provided certain quantities are large. The lemma is a modified version of [8, Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2], or [18, Lemma 5.1].
Lemma 3.16. Suppose that a is asymptotically regular in the sense of (2.2). For ε > 0 and ω
as in Remark 2.2 we find Kε ≥ 1 depending on ε and ω such that
(3.22) ω(s) ≤ ε ∀ s ≥ Kε.
There exists a constant c = c(p) such that the following holds true: Supposed that δ ≥ 0 and
A ∈ RNn satisfy
(3.23) |A|+ δ ≥ 8‖ω‖∞Kε
ε
,
then for any ξ ∈ RNn we have
(3.24) |a(A) − a(ξ)− [b(A)− b(ξ)]| ≤ c ε(|ξ −A|+ δ)(1 + |A|2 + |ξ −A|2) p−22 .
Proof. In the following we assume that A 6= ξ, since in the case A = ξ estimate (3.24) is
trivially satisfied. We first define
Iε := {s ∈ [0, 1] : |A+ s(ξ −A)| ≤ Kε}
and estimate the left-hand side of (3.24) with the help of assumption (2.5) by
|a(A) − a(ξ)− [b(A)− b(ξ)]|
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=
∣∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
[
Da(A+ s(ξ −A))−Db(A+ s(ξ −A))](ξ −A) ds∣∣∣∣
≤
∫ 1
0
ω
(|A+ s(ξ −A)|)(1 + |A+ s(ξ −A)|)p−2 ds |ξ −A|.
Decomposing [0, 1] into the set Iε and its complement [0, 1] \ Iε we get
|a(A)− a(ξ)− [b(A)− b(ξ)]|(3.25)
≤ c(p) (‖ω‖∞|Iε|+ ε)(1 + |A|2 + |ξ −A|2) p−22 |ξ −A|.
It now remains to find a suitable bound for the measure of Iε. Initially, we find
|Iε| = 1|ξ −A|
∣∣{s ∈ [0, |ξ −A|] : ∣∣A+ s ξ−A|ξ−A| ∣∣ ≤ Kε}∣∣ ≤ 2Kε|ξ −A|
which in the case |ξ −A| ≥ 2‖ω‖∞Kε/ε yields
(3.26) |Iε| ≤ ε‖ω‖∞ .
On the other hand, in the case |ξ −A| < 2‖ω‖∞Kε/ε we have with s ∈ Iε
|A| ≤ |A+ s(ξ −A)|+ |ξ −A| ≤ Kε + 2‖ω‖∞Kε
ε
≤ 4‖ω‖∞Kε
ε
,
since we may assume ‖ω‖∞ ≥ 1. By (3.23) this implies
δ ≥ 8‖ω‖∞Kε
ε
− |A| ≥ 4‖ω‖∞Kε
ε
and therefore
(3.27) |Iε| ≤ 2Kε|ξ −A| ≤
ε δ
2‖ω‖∞|ξ −A| .
Combining (3.26) and (3.27) we obtain
|Iε| ≤ ε‖ω‖∞
(
1 +
δ
|ξ −A|
)
.
Inserting this into (3.25) yields the asserted estimate (3.24). 
4. PROOF OF THE GLOBAL LIPSCHITZ REGULARITY
4.1. Transformation to the model situation. Since the proof of our Lipschitz regularity result
is of local nature we can locally transform the problem to a model situation on a half-cylinder
Q+R for some R > 0 and with boundary values zero on the lateral boundary ΓR. The strategy
will be outlined in the following. Let zo = (xo, to) ∈ ∂Ω× (0, T ). Without loss of generality
we can assume that xo = 0 and that the inward pointing unit normal to ∂Ω in xo is ν∂Ω(xo) =
en. Then, for R > 0 sufficiently small, there exists a map Φ: BR ∩ Ω → B+R such that
Φ(BR ∩ ∂Ω) ⊂ DR := BR ∩ {x ∈ Rn : xn = 0} with the properties that Φ and Φ−1 are of
class C1;β and detDΦ = 1 = detDΦ−1. Next, we define the transformed maps
gˆ(y, t) := g
(
Φ−1(y), t
)
, (y, t) ∈ Q+R
and
v(y, t) := u
(
Φ−1(y), t
)− gˆ(y, t), (y, t) ∈ Q+R.
Then, v is a weak solution to the following Cauchy-Dirichlet problem{
∂tv − div
[
a
(
(Dv +Dgˆ)Ψ
)
Ψt
]
= gˆt in Q+R,
v = 0 on ΓR,
(4.1)
where
Ψ(y) := DΦ
(
Φ−1(y)
)
.
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Now, it is easy to verify the fact that y ∈ ΓR is a regular point of Dv if and only if Φ−1(y) ∈
∂Ω× (0, T ) is a regular point of Du. Therefore, it suffices to prove Theorem 2.3 in the model
situation
(4.2)
{
∂tu− div
[
a
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)
Ψt
]
= gt in Q+R,
u = 0 on ΓR,
with a function
(4.3) Ψ ∈ C0;β(B+R ,Rn) such that Ψ−1 ∈ L∞(B+R ,Rn) and Ψ(0) = In×n
and with
(4.4) Dg ∈ C0;β,0(Q+R,RNn) and ∂tg ∈ Lp′,(1−β)p′(Q+R;RN ).
Hence, Theorem 2.3 is equivalent to the following
Proposition 4.1. There exists Ro = Ro(n,N, p,K, ψβ , β, ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ) > 0 such that the
following holds: Let
u ∈ C0(ΛR;L2(B+R ,RN)) ∩ Lp(ΛR;W 1,p(B+R ,RN ))
be a weak solution to the partial Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (4.2) in Q+R with R ∈ (0, Ro] under
the assumptions (2.2), (4.3) and (4.4). Then, u is Lipschitz-continuous up to the boundary
portion ΓR, i.e.
Du ∈ L∞(Q+R−ε,RNn) and u ∈ C0;1,1/2(Q+R−ε,RN) for any ε ∈ (0, 1).
Moreover, the quantitative estimate
|Du(zo)| ≤ c1
(
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
2
+ c2
holds for a.e. zo ∈ Q+R and ̺ ∈ (0, R] such that Q̺(zo) ⊂ QR. Thereby the constant c1
depends only on n,N, p,K, while c2 depends on n,N, p,K, ψβ, β, ao, ω(·),Gβ , where
(4.5) ao := |a(0)|, ψβ := ‖Ψ‖C0;β(B+R) + ‖Ψ
−1‖L∞(B+R) ≥ 1
and
(4.6) Gβ := ‖Dg‖C0;β,0(Q+R) + ‖gt‖Lp′,(1−β)p′ (Q+R).
In the following we are concerned with the proof of Proposition 4.1. The weak form of the
partial Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (4.2) reads as follows:
(4.7)
∫
Q+R
u · ϕt −
〈
a
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)
, DϕΨ
〉
dz =
∫
Q+R
gt · ϕdz ∀ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Q+R,RN).
Before we start with the proof of Proposition 4.1 we introduce the following notation that will
be used in the rest of the paper. For ε ∈ (0, 1] we set
(4.8) G(ε) := 2
11 ψβ
ε
[
‖ω‖∞Kε + ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R)
]
≥ 1,
where ψβ is defined in (4.5) and Kε is chosen according to (3.22). Note that G is decreasing,
i.e. G(ε) ≤ G(ε˜) whenever ε˜ ≤ ε.
4.2. The non-degenerate regime. In the final proof of the gradient L∞-bound we will distin-
guish at a certain point whether the solution behaves on a cylinder approximatively like a solu-
tion of a linear parabolic system – this we call the non-degenerate regime – or like a solution
of the parabolic p-Laplacian system – this we call the degenerate regime. In the present section
we start considering the non-degenerate regime. The main result is Proposition 4.9 which states
that once a cylinder Q̺,λ(zo) belongs to the non-degenerate regime (which is characterized by
(4.44) and (4.45)) and zo is a Lebesgue point of Du it already follows that |Du(zo)| is bounded
by 2λ.
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4.2.1. Caccioppoli and Poincare´ inequalities. Here, we provide Caccioppoli and Poincare´ type
inequalities that will be needed later on to prove the decay-estimate for the non-degenerate
regime. We start with the following Caccioppoli inequality. For the definition and basic proper-
ties of the V -function we refer to Appendix 3.2.
Lemma 4.2. Let R ∈ (0, 1]. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 there exist constants
ε = ε(n,N, p,K, ψβ) ∈ (0, 1] and c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ) ≥ 1 such that for any
cylinder Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR with (xo)n ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 1 and any affine function ℓ : Rn → RN
independent of t satisfying
(4.9) |Dℓ| ≥ 2−8G(ε), |Dℓ| ≥ 2−7 λ
and ℓ ≡ 0 on Γ if Q̺,λ(zo) ∩ Γ 6= ∅ there holds
−
∫
Q+
̺/2,λ
(zo)
|V|Dℓ|(Du−Dℓ)|2 dz ≤ c−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
∣∣∣V|Dℓ|(u− ℓ
̺
)∣∣∣2 dz + c ̺β|Dℓ|p.
Remark 4.3. Later on, we will apply the Caccioppoli inequality in two different situations,
namely in the interior situation where Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Q+R and in the half space situation where
zo ∈ ΓR. In the latter case we choose ℓ of the form ζxn with ζ ∈ RN . Then, ℓ ≡ 0 on Γ and
Dℓ = ζ ⊗ en. ✷
Proof. For convenience in notation we abbreviate B ≡ B+̺ (xo) and Q ≡ Q+̺,λ(zo). In the fol-
lowing we shall proceed formally concerning the use of the time derivative ∂tu. The arguments
can be made rigorous by use of a smoothing procedure in time, as for instance via Steklov aver-
ages. Next, we choose a cut-off function η ∈ C10 (B̺(xo), [0, 1]) in space and ζ ∈ C1(R, [0, 1])
in time, such that η ≡ 1 on B̺/2(xo) and |Dη| ≤ 4/̺ and ζ ≡ 0 on (−∞, to − λ2−p̺2),
ζ ≡ 1 on (to − λ2−p(̺/2)2,∞) and 0 ≤ ζt ≤ 2λp−2/̺2. Moreover, for θ > 0 we define
χθ ∈ W 1,∞(R) by
χθ(t) :=

1 if t ∈ (−∞, to + λ2−p̺2 − θ]
1
θ (to + λ
2−p̺2 − t) if t ∈ (to + λ2−p̺2 − θ, to + λ2−p̺2)
0 if t ∈ [to + λ2−p̺2,∞).
and choose in the weak formulation (4.7) of the parabolic system the testing-function
ϕθ(x, t) := χθ(t)ζ(t)
2η(x)p
(
u(x, t)− ℓ(x)).
We thus obtain∫
Q
〈b(DuΨ)− b(DℓΨ), Dϕθ〉 dz
=
∫
Q
u · ∂tϕθ +
〈
b(DuΨ)− b(DℓΨ)− a((Du+Dg)Ψ), Dϕθ Ψ〉− gt · ϕθ dz.
Using assumption (4.9)2 we have 0 ≤ ζt ≤ 2λp−2/̺2 ≤ 27p|Dℓ|p−2/̺2 and hence∫
Q
u · ∂tϕθ dz =
∫
Q
(u− ℓ) · ∂tϕθ dz = 1
2
∫
Q
|u− ℓ|2ηp∂t(χθζ2) dz
=
1
2
∫
Q
|u− ℓ|2ηpχθ∂tζ2 dz − 1
2θ
∫ to+λ2−p̺2
to+λ2−p̺2−θ
∫
B+̺ (xo)
|u− ℓ|2ηpζ2 dx dt
≤ c(p) |Dℓ|p−2
∫
Q
∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣2 dz ≤ c(p)−∫
Q
∣∣∣V|Dℓ|(u− ℓ
̺
)∣∣∣2 dz.
Recalling the definition of the vector-field b from (2.2) and Lemma 3.3 (i), i.e.∫
Q
〈
b(DuΨ)− b(DℓΨ), (Du−Dℓ)Ψ〉ηpζ2 dz
≥ K
c(n,N, p)
∫
Q
|V|DℓΨ|(DuΨ−DℓΨ)|2ηpζ2 dz
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≥ K
c(n,N, p)‖Ψ−1‖p−2L∞
∫
Q
|V|Dℓ|(Du−Dℓ)|2ηpζ2 dz
we obtain in the limit θ ↓ 0 that
L :=
∫
Q
|V|Dℓ|(Du−Dℓ)|2ηpζ2 dz
≤ c(n,N, p,K, ψβ)
[ ∫
Q
∣∣∣V|Dℓ|(u− ℓ
̺
)∣∣∣2 dz + I + II + III + IV + V],(4.10)
where
I := −
∫
Q
〈
b(DuΨ)− b(DℓΨ), Dηp ⊗ (u − ℓ)Ψ〉ζ2 dz
II :=
∫
Q
〈
b(DuΨ)− b(DℓΨ)− [b((Du +Dg)Ψ)− b((Dℓ +Dg)Ψ)], DϕΨ〉 dz
III :=
∫
Q
〈
b
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)− b((Dℓ+Dg)Ψ)
− [a((Du+Dg)Ψ)− a((Dℓ+Dg)Ψ)], DϕΨ〉 dz
IV :=
∫
Q
〈
a
(
(Dℓ+Dg)Ψ
)
, DϕΨ
〉
dz
V := −
∫
Q
gt · ϕdz
and
ϕ(x, t) := ζ(t)2η(x)p
(
u(x, t)− ℓ(x)).
We now in turn estimate the terms I – V. Using the fact that |Dη| ≤ 4/̺ and applying Lemma
3.3 (ii) we obtain
| I | ≤ c
∫
Q
(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2) p−22 |Du−Dℓ| ∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣ηp−1ζ2 dz =: cR,(4.11)
where c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ). Before we come to the estimate of II we first note that (4.9)1 and
the definition of G(ε) from (4.8) imply that
|Dg(z)| ≤ ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R) ≤ 2
−11εG(ε) ≤ ε|Dℓ| ≤ |Dℓ| for a.e. z ∈ Q.
Together with Lemma 3.14 we therefore obtain∣∣(DuΨ)− b(DℓΨ)− [b((Du+Dg)Ψ)− b((Dℓ+Dg)Ψ)]∣∣
≤ c |Dg|(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2 + |Dg|2) p−32 |Du−Dℓ|
≤ c ε|Dℓ|(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2) p−32 |Du−Dℓ|
≤ c(p,K, ψβ) ε
(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2) p−22 |Du−Dℓ|.
Inserting this estimate into II, recalling the definition of ϕ, using Young’s inequality and the fact
that ε ≤ 1 we find
II ≤ c ε
∫
Q
(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2) p−22 |Du−Dℓ||Dϕ| dz
≤ c ε
∫
Q
(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2) p−22 |Du−Dℓ|[|Du−Dℓ|ηp + ∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣ηp−1]ζ2 dz
≤ c εL+ cR,
where c = c(p,K, ψβ), L is defined in (4.10) and R in (4.11). For the estimate of III we first
apply Lemma 3.16 with (A, ξ, δ) replaced by ((Dℓ +Dg(z))Ψ(z), (Du(z) +Dg(z))Ψ(z), 0)
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for any z ∈ Q. Note that hypothesis (3.23) is satisfied due to the assumption (4.9)1 and the
following computation
|(Dℓ +Dg(z))Ψ(z)| ≥ ψ−1β |Dℓ+Dg(z)| ≥ ψ−1β (|Dℓ| − |Dg(z)|)
≥ ψ−1β
(
2−8G(ε)− ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R)
)
= ψ−1β
[
8ψβ
ε
[
‖ω‖∞Kε + ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R)
]
− ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R)
]
≥ 8‖ω‖∞Kε
ε
.
In this way we obtain
III ≤ c(p) ε
∫
Q
|(Du−Dℓ)Ψ|(1 + |(Dℓ+Dg)Ψ|2 + |(Du−Dℓ)Ψ|2) p−22 |DϕΨ| dz.
Subsequently we use that |Dℓ| ≥ 2−8G(ε) ≥ 1 which is a consequence of hypothesis (4.9)1
and then proceed as in the estimate of II. This leads us to
III ≤ c ε
∫
Q
|Du−Dℓ|(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2) p−22 |Dϕ| dz ≤ c εL+ cR,
where c = c(p, ψβ ,Gβ). At this point we estimate the remainder R in I – III. With the help of
Young’s inequality we get for any δ > 0 that
R ≤ δL+ 1
δ
∫
Q
(|Dℓ|2 + |Du−Dℓ|2) p−22 ∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣2ηp−2ζ2 dz
≤ δL+ δ
∫
Q
|Du−Dℓ|pηpζ2 dz + c(p)
δ2
∫
Q
[
|Dℓ|p−2
∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣p] dz
≤ 2δL+ c(p)
δ2
∫
Q
∣∣∣V|Dℓ|(u− ℓ
̺
)∣∣∣2 dz.
For the estimate of IV we first subtract the term∫
Q
〈
a
(
(Dℓ+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)
)
, DϕΨ(xo)
〉
dz ≡ 0
and then apply Lemma 3.15 with ξ, ξo = Dℓ and G = Dg(·, t) slice wise on B × {t} for a.e.
t ∈ Λ̺,λ(to). Subsequently we use the fact that |Dℓ| ≥ 2−8G(ε) ≥ 1 which is a consequence
of assumption (4.9)1 and Young’s inequality to infer that
IV =
∫
Q
〈
a
(
(Dℓ +Dg)Ψ
)
, DϕΨ
〉− 〈a((Dℓ+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)), DϕΨ(xo)〉 dz
≤ c ̺β(1 + |Dℓ|)p−1
∫
Q
|Dϕ| dz
≤ c ̺β|Dℓ|p−1
∫
Q
|Du−Dℓ|ηpζ2 +
∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣ηp−1ζ2 dz
≤ δ
∫
Q
|Dℓ|p−2|Du−Dℓ|2ηpζ2 dz +
∫
Q
|Dℓ|p−2
∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣2 dz + c δ−1̺2β|Dℓ|p|Q|
≤ δL+
∫
Q
∣∣∣V|Dℓ|(u− ℓ
̺
)∣∣∣2 dz + c δ−1̺2β |Dℓ|p|Q|,
where c = c(p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Finally, we estimate V with Young’s inequality:
V ≤
∫
Q
|u− ℓ||gt| dz ≤
∫
Q
∣∣∣u− ℓ
̺
∣∣∣p dz + ̺p′ ∫
Q
|gt|p′ dz.
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Using the fact that Q ≡ Q+̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Q̺(zo) ∩Q+R (recall that λ ≥ 1) we obtain for the second
term on the right-hand side
̺p
′
∫
Q
|gt|p
′
dz ≤ ̺p′
∫
Q̺(zo)∩Q
+
R
|gt|p
′
dz ≤ ̺n+2+βp′‖gt‖p
′
Lp′,(1−β)p′ (Q+R)
≤ c(n)Gβ̺βp
′
λp−2|Q| ≤ c(n)Gβ̺β |Dℓ|p|Q|,(4.12)
where in the last line we also used λ ≥ 1, ̺ ≤ 1 and assumption (4.9)2. This leads us to
V ≤
∫
Q
∣∣∣V|Dℓ|(u− ℓ
̺
)∣∣∣2 dz + c(n)Gβ̺β|Dℓ|p|Q|,
Joining the preceding estimates for I – V with (4.10) we arrive at
L ≤ c1(δ + ε)L+ c2
δ2
∫
Q
∣∣∣V|Dℓ|(u− ℓ
̺
)∣∣∣2 + c2
δ
̺β |Dℓ|p|Q|,
where c1 = c1(n,N, p,K, ψβ) and c2 = c2(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Choosing δ =
ε = 1/(4c1) we can absorb the first integral of the right-hand side into the left. Note that this
amounts in a dependence of ε on n,N, p,K, ψβ . Finally, taking into account that ηpζ2 ≡ 1 on
Q+̺/2,λ(zo) and taking mean values we obtain the desired Caccioppoli inequality. 
In the next lemma we provide a Poincare´ type inequality on interior cylinders for solutions to
the parabolic system (4.2). The strategy is to apply the usual Poincare´ inequality on time-slices
B × {t} with respect to the spacial variable x. For the time-direction this is not allowed since
we do not know that the time-derivative exists in a certain Sobolev-space. Therefore, we shall
utilize the parabolic system which provides some regularity in time. More precisely, we can
show that the weighted means in space are absolutely continuous with respect to time. This will
be enough to prove the Poincare´ inequality.
Lemma 4.4. Let R ∈ (0, 1] and ε ∈ (0, 1] and suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 4.1
are in force. Then, for any s ∈ [1, p], any parabolic cylinder Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Q+R with ̺ ∈ (0, 1],
λ ≥ 1 and any A ∈ RNn satisfying
(4.13) |A| ≤ 2λ
there holds
−
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|u− (u)zo;̺,λ −A(x− xo)|s dz
≤ c ̺s −
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|Du−A|sdz + c ̺s
[
λ2−p −
∫
Q̺,λ(zo)
|Du−A|p−1dz + ̺βλ
]s
for a constant c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ).
Proof. In the following, we abbreviate B := B̺(xo), Λ := Λ̺,λ(to) and Q := Q̺,λ(zo),
where zo = (xo, to), so that Q = B × Λ. For the construction of the weighted means we fix a
nonnegative weight-function η ∈ C∞0 (B) satisfying
η ≥ 0, −
∫
B
η dx = 1 and ‖η‖∞ + ̺‖Dη‖∞ ≤ cη.
Note that cη depends on n only. Then, for a.e. t ∈ Λ the weighted means of u(·, t) on B are
defined by
(u)η(t) := −
∫
B
u(·, t) η dx.
Now, we decompose
−
∫
Q
|u− (u)Q − A(x− xo)|s dz(4.14)
≤ 3s−1
[
−
∫
Λ
−
∫
B
|u(x, t)− (u)η(t)−A(x − xo)|s dx dt
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+−
∫
Λ
−
∫
Λ
|(u)η(t)− (u)η(τ)|s dt dτ +
∣∣∣∣−∫
Λ
(u)η(τ) dτ − (u)Q
∣∣∣∣s]
=: 3s−1
[
I + II + III
]
,
with the obvious meaning of I – III. To estimate I, we apply Poincare´’s inequality slicewise with
respect to x for a.e. t ∈ Λ to u(·, t)− (u)η(t), which yields
I ≤ c(n, s) ̺s −
∫
Q
|Du−A|s dz.
The estimate for III is similar, since III ≤ I. It therefore remains to estimate II. Here we use
the fact that u is a solution of the parabolic system (4.2). To be more precise, we start with its
Steklov-formulation∫
B+R
∂tuh(·, t) · ϕ−
〈[
a
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)]
h
(·, t), DϕΨ〉 dx = ∫
B+R
[gt]h(·, t) · ϕdx
for any ϕ ∈ C∞0 (B+R ,RN ), 0 < |h| ≤ R2 and for a.e. t ∈ ΛR. Thereby, the Steklov-mean [f ]h
of a function f ∈ L1(Q+R) is defined for 0 < |h| ≤ R2 by
[f ]h(x, t) ≡

1
|h|
∫ t+h
t
f(x, s) ds, t ∈ [−R2 + |h|, R2 − |h|],
0, t ∈ (−R2,−R2 + |h|) ∪ (R2 − |h|, R2) .
Now, for a.e. t ∈ Λ ⊂ ΛR and i ∈ {1, . . . , N} we choose the test-function ϕ : Rn+1 → RN
with ϕ(x, t) = η(x)ei where e1, . . . , eN denotes the standard basis in RN . Integrating the result
with respect to t over (t1, t2) ⊂ Λ yields∣∣([ui]h)η(t2)− ([ui]h)η(t1)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ∫ t2
t1
∂t
(
[ui]h
)
η
dt
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ∫ t2
t1
−
∫
B
∂t[ui]h · η dx dt
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ ∫ t2
t1
−
∫
B
〈[
a
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)]
h
, Dη ⊗ eiΨ
〉
+ η[∂tgi]h dx dt
∣∣∣∣.
Passing to the limit h ↓ 0 and using that (t1, t2) ⊂ Λ and |Λ| = 2λ2−p̺2 we find
|(ui)η(t2)− (ui)η(t1)| ≤ c λ2−p̺2
[
−
∫
Q
|gt| dz +
∣∣∣∣−∫
Q
〈
a
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)
, Dη ⊗ eiΨ
〉
dz
∣∣∣∣]
= c λ2−p̺2
[
II1 + II2
]
with the obvious meaning of II1 and II2. For the estimate of II1 we use ‖η‖∞ ≤ cη , Ho¨lder’s
inequality and the second last estimate in (4.12) to infer that
II1 ≤ c
(
−
∫
Q
|gt|p
′
dz
) 1
p′
≤ c ̺β−1λp−2,
where c = c(n,Gβ). Next, we use that a((A +Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)) is constant with respect to x
and apply Lemma 3.15 with (G, ξ, ξo, ζ) replaced by (Dg(·, t), Du,A,Dη⊗ ei). Subsequently
recalling that λ ≥ 1, |A| ≤ 2λ and ‖Dη‖∞ ≤ cη/̺ we obtain
II2 ≤ −
∫
Q
∣∣〈a((Du+Dg)Ψ), Dη ⊗ eiΨ〉− 〈a((A+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)), Dη ⊗ eiΨ(xo)〉∣∣ dz
≤ c−
∫
Q
[(
1 + |A|2 + |Du−A|2) p−22 |Du−A|+ ̺β(1 + |A|)p−1]|Dη| dz
≤ c ̺−1λp−2 −
∫
Q
|Du −A| dz + c ̺−1 −
∫
Q
|Du −A|p−1 dz + c ̺β−1λp−1,
with a constant c = c(n, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Inserting the preceding estimates for II1 and
II2 above, summing over i = 1, . . . , N and using again that λ ≥ 1 we obtain
|(u)η(t2)− (u)η(t1)| ≤ c ̺−
∫
Q
|Du−A| dz + c λ2−p̺−
∫
Q
|Du−A|p−1 dz + c ̺1+βλ
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for a.e. t1, t2 ∈ Λ, and this together with Ho¨lder’s inequality leads us to
II ≤ sup
t1,t2∈Λ
|(u)η(t2)− (u)η(t1)|s
≤ c ̺s −
∫
Q
|Du−A|s dz + c ̺s
(
λ2−p −
∫
Q
|Du−A|p−1 dz
)s
+ c ̺s(1+β)λs
for a constant c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Combining the estimates for I – III with
(4.14), we obtain the desired Poincare´ type inequality. 
When considering the boundary situation a Poincare´ inequality for general maps u ∈
Lp(Λ̺,λ(to);W
1,p(B̺(xo)
+,RN)) satisfying u ≡ 0 on the lateral boundary Γ̺,λ(zo) holds.
This inequality can be obtained applying [30, Corollary 4.5.3] for a.e. t ∈ Λ̺,λ(to) and then
integrating with respect to t. Precisely, we have the following
Lemma 4.5. Let s > 1 and Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Rn+1 be a parabolic cylinder with 0 ≤ (xo)n < ̺/2.
Then, for any map u ∈ Lp(Λ̺,λ(to);W 1,p(B̺(xo)+,RN)) satisfying u ≡ 0 on Γ̺,λ(zo) there
holds
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|u|s dz ≤ c(n,N, s) ̺s −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du|s dz.
4.2.2. Approximate A-caloricity. Given a parabolic cylinder Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR with ̺, λ > 0
and (xo)n ≥ 0 and A ∈ RNn we define the excess functional by
(4.15) Φλ(zo, ̺, A) = −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|V|A|(Du−A)|2 dz.
In the next lemma we prove that the solution u approximately satisfies a linear system, provided
the excess is small. Later on, this will be the starting point to prove excess-decay estimates for
the non-degenerate regime.
Lemma 4.6. Let R ∈ (0, 1] and ε1, ε2 ∈ (0, 1] and suppose that the assumptions of Proposition
4.1 are in force. Then, for any cylinder Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR, with (xo)n ≥ 0, λ ≥ G(ε1) and any
A ∈ RNn satisfying
(4.16) |A| ≥ 2−7λ,
and
(4.17) Φλ(zo, ̺, A) ≤ εp2 |A|p ,
there holds∣∣∣∣−∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
u · ∂tϕ−Db(A)(Du−A,Dϕ) dz
∣∣∣∣
≤ c |A| p−22
[(
ε1 +
√
ε2 +R
β
)√
Φλ(zo, ̺, A) + ̺
β|A| p2
]
sup
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dϕ|,
for all ϕ ∈ C10 (Q+̺,λ(zo),RN ) and with a constant c = c(n, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that ‖Dϕ‖∞ ≤ 1 and we abbreviate Q ≡
Q+̺,λ(zo) and Φλ ≡ Φλ(zo, ̺, A). From the weak formulation (4.7) of the parabolic system we
obtain
(4.18) −
∫
Q
u · ∂tϕ−Db(A)(Du −A,Dϕ) dz = I + II + III + IV + V,
where
I := −
∫
Q
[
Db(A)
(
(Du −A)Ψ(xo), DϕΨ(xo)
)−Db(A)(Du −A,Dϕ)] dz
II := −
∫
Q
∫ 1
0
[
Db
(
(A+ s(Du−A) +Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)
)−Db(A)]ds
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· ((Du −A)Ψ(xo), DϕΨ(xo)) dz
III := −
∫
Q
〈
a
(
(Du+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)
)− a((A+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo))
− [b((Du +Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo))− b((A+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo))], DϕΨ(xo)〉 dz
IV := −
∫
Q
〈
a
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)
, DϕΨ
〉− 〈a((Du+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)), DϕΨ(xo)〉 dz
V := −
∫
Q
gt · ϕdz.
Here, we used in the term III that
−
∫
Q
〈
a
(
(A+Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)
)
, DϕΨ(xo)
〉
dz = 0.
Moreover, we have the following auxiliary estimate which is a consequence of assumption (4.16)
and the definition of G(ε1):
(4.19) |Dg(z)| ≤ ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R) ≤
ε1
211
G(ε1) ≤ ε1
211
λ ≤ ε1|A| ≤ |A| for a.e. z ∈ Q.
Now, we in turn estimate the terms I – V. For I we use (4.3) and the definition (2.2) of b to infer
that
I = −
∫
Q
Db(A)
(
(Du−A)(Ψ(xo)− In×n), DϕΨ(xo)
)
dz
+−
∫
Q
Db(A)
(
Du−A,Dϕ(Ψ(xo)− In×n)
)
dz
≤ cRβ|A|p−2 −
∫
Q
|Du−A| dz ≤ c(p, ψβ)Rβ |A|
p−2
2
√
Φλ.
Concerning the term II we first note that II = 0 in the case p = 2. In the case p > 2 we
abbreviate
Xs(x, t) := A(Ψ(xo)− In×n) +Dg(xo, t)Ψ(xo) + s(Du(x, t)−A)Ψ(xo)
and then use definition (2.2) of b to estimate for s ∈ [0, 1]:∣∣Db((A+ s(Du−A) +Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo))−Db(A)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
D2b
(
A+ σXs
)
dσ Xs
∣∣∣∣
≤ c
∫ 1
0
|A+ σXs|p−3 dσ |Xs| ≤ c(p,K)
(|A|2 + |Xs|2) p−32 |Xs|,
where for the last step we have also used Lemma 3.4 if p ∈ (2, 3). To be precise, this computa-
tion has to be justified, since the argument of D2b(·) could become zero (see [2, Remark 2.14]
for the details). Now, we integrate with respect to s ∈ [0, 1] and subsequently use Lemma 3.4 if
p ∈ (2, 3) as well as (4.19) to infer that∣∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
Db
(
(A+ s(Du−A) +Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo)
)−Db(A) ds∣∣∣∣
≤ c
∫ 1
0
(|A|2 + |Xs|2) p−32 |Xs| ds
≤ c (|A|2 + |A(Ψ(xo)− In×n) +Dg(xo, t)Ψ(xo)|2 + |(Du−A)Ψ(xo)|2) p−32
· (|A(Ψ(xo)− In×n) +Dg(xo, t)Ψ(xo)|+ |(Du −A)Ψ(xo)|)
≤ c
[
|A|p−3(|A(Ψ(xo)− In×n) +Dg(xo, t)Ψ(xo)|+ |(Du−A)Ψ(xo)|)
+ χp>3
(|A(Ψ(xo)− In×n) +Dg(xo, t)Ψ(xo)|+ |(Du−A)Ψ(xo)|)p−2]
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≤ c
[
(Rβ + ε1)|A|p−2 + |A|p−3|Du−A|+ χp>3
(
(Rβ + ε1)|A|+ |Du−A|
) p−2
2
]
≤ c
[
|A|p−3|Du−A|+ (ε1 +Rβ)|A|p−2 + χp>3|Du− A|p−2
]
,
where χp>3 = 1 if p > 3 and χp>3 = 0 if p ≤ 3 and c = c(p,K, ψβ). This together with
Ho¨lder’s inequality and (4.17) yields
| II | ≤ c −
∫
Q
|A|p−3|Du−A|2 + (ε1 +Rβ)|A|p−2|Du −A|+ χp>3|Du−A|p−1 dz
≤ c |A|−1Φλ + c (ε1 +Rβ)|A|
p−2
2
√
Φλ + c χp>3Φ
1− 1p
λ
≤ c
[
ε
p
2
2 + ε1 +R
β + χp>3ε
p−2
2
2
]
|A| p−22
√
Φλ
≤ c(p,K) (ε1 + ε 122 +Rβ) |A| p−22 √Φλ.
For the term III we infer a pointwise bound of the integrand with the help of Lemma 3.16 applied
with (A, ξ, δ, ε) replaced by ((A +Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo), (Du(z) +Dg(xo, t))Ψ(xo), 0, ε1). Note
that this is possible due to assumption (4.16) and the fact that λ ≥ G(ε1). In this way we obtain
| III | ≤ c ε1 −
∫
Q
|(Du−A)Ψ(xo)|
(
1 + |A+Dg(xo, t)Ψ(xo)|2 + |(Du−A)Ψ(xo)|2
) p−2
2 dz
for a constant c = c(p). In turn using (4.19), the fact that |A| ≥ 1 which is a consequence of
(4.16) and the fact that λ ≥ G(ε1), Ho¨lder’s inequality and (4.17) we find
| III | ≤ c ε1 −
∫
Q
(|A|2 + |Du−A|2) p−22 |Du−A| dz
≤ c ε1
√
Φλ(̺)
(
−
∫
Q
(|A|2 + |Du−A|2) p−22 dz) 12
≤ c ε1
√
Φλ(̺)
[
|A| p−22 +Φλ(̺)
p−2
2p
]
≤ c(p, ψβ) ε1|A|
p−2
2
√
Φλ(̺).
From Lemma 3.15, the fact that |A| ≥ 1 and (4.17) we obtain
| IV | ≤ c ̺β −
∫
Q
(1 + |Du|)p−1 dz ≤ c ̺β −
∫
Q
(|A|+ |Du−A|)p−1 dz
≤ c ̺β
[
|A|p−1 +Φ1−
1
p
λ
]
≤ c ̺β|A|p−1,
where c = c(p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Finally, we estimate the last term in (4.18) with the help
of Ho¨lder’s and Poincare´’s inequality, the second last inequality in (4.12), the fact that |Dϕ| ≤ 1
and hypothesis (4.16) as follows
|V | ≤
(
−
∫
Q
|ϕ|p dz
) 1
p
(
−
∫
Q
|gt|p
′
dz
) 1
p′
≤ c ̺
(
−
∫
Q
|Dϕ|p dz
) 1
p
G
1
p′
β ̺
β−1λ
p−2
p′
≤ c ̺βλp−2 ≤ c ̺βλp−1 ≤ c ̺β|A|p−1,
where c = c(n, p,Gβ). Joining the estimates for I – V with (4.18) we deduce the assertion of
the lemma. 
Remark 4.7. In the case p = 2 assumption (4.17) in the statement of Lemma 4.6 – which
characterizes the non-degenerate regime – is not necessary. This can be seen from the proof of
the lemma as follows: assumption (4.17) is needed only in the estimate of the term I which is
zero in the case p = 2. This considerably simplifies the proof for the case p = 2 since then the
degenerate regime considered in Section 4.3 is not necessary. ✷
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4.2.3. Boundedness of the gradient in the non-degenerate regime. In the following lemma we
provide a first excess-decay estimate for the non-degenerate regime which is characterized by
(4.21) below. Here and in the following we recall the definitions and notations for the relevant
affine functions from Section 3.3.
Lemma 4.8. There exist constants Ro ∈ (0, 1], θ ∈ (0, 8−p/β], ε1 ∈ (0, 1], ε2 ∈ (0, θn+2]
and c¯ ≥ 1 depending on n,N, p,K, ψβ , β, ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ such that under the assumptions
of Proposition 4.1 with some R ∈ (0, Ro] the following holds: Whenever λ ≥ G(ε1) and
Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR is a cylinder with (xo)n ≥ 0 on which
(4.20) 2−7λ ≤ |Dℓzo;̺,λ| ≤ 2λ
and
(4.21) Φλ
(
zo, ̺,Dℓzo;̺,λ
) ≤ εp2 |Dℓzo;̺,λ|p,
hold, then we have the following excess-decay estimate:
(4.22) Φλ
(
zo, θ̺,Dℓzo;θ̺,λ
) ≤ 12θβ[Φλ(zo, ̺,Dℓzo;̺,λ)+ c¯ ̺β |Dℓzo;̺,λ|p].
Proof. For convenience of the reader we use the shorter notation ℓ̺,λ and Φλ(̺) for ℓzo;̺,λ and
Φλ(zo, ̺,Dℓzo;̺,λ). In the following, we assume that Φλ(̺) > 0 since otherwise the conclusion
of the lemma holds trivially. Let Ro ∈ (0, 1] and θ ∈ (0, 8−p/β] to be fixed later, and assume that
λ ≥ G(ε1) for some ε1 ∈ (0, 1]. Moreover, assume that (4.21) is valid for some ε2 ∈ (0, θn+2].
The precise values of ε1, ε2 will be determined in the course of the proof. Note that (4.20)
implies |Dℓ̺,λ| ≥ 2−7λ ≥ 2−7G(ε1) ≥ 1. Moreover, we let ε > 0 (to be specified later) and
δ = δ(n,N, p, ν ≡ 2−7(p−2)K, L ≡ 2p−2pK, ε) = δ(n,N, p,K, ε) ∈ (0, 1] be minimum of the
constants from Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.12. We define
v˜(x, t) := u(x, t)− ℓ̺,λ(x) for (x, t) ∈ Q+̺,λ(zo)
and the rescaled function
(4.23) v(x, t) := v˜(x, λ
2−pt)
c1γ |Dℓ̺,λ| for (x, t) ∈ Q
+
̺ (zo) ≡ Q+̺,1(zo),
where c1 ≥ 1 will be specified later and
γ :=
(
Φλ(̺) + δ
−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p
|Dℓ̺,λ|p
) 1
2
.
Note that (4.20), (4.21), ̺ ≤ Ro and the additional assumption
(4.24) εp2 + δ−2R2βo ≤ 1
imply that γ ≤ 1. In the following we will ensure that the assumptions of either the interior, or
the boundary version of the A-caloric approximation lemma are satisfied. Due to assumptions
(4.20), (4.21) and λ ≥ G(ε1) we are allowed to apply Lemma 4.6 which yields∣∣∣∣−∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
v˜ · ∂tϕ−Db(Dℓ̺,λ)(Dv˜,Dϕ) dz
∣∣∣∣
≤ c |Dℓ̺,λ|
p−2
2
[(
ε1 +
√
ε2 +R
β
)√
Φλ(̺) + ̺
β |Dℓ̺,λ|
p
2
]
sup
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dϕ|,
for any ϕ ∈ C10 (Q+̺,λ(zo),RN ). Note that c = c(n, p,K, ψβ, ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Recalling the
definition of v and scaling to the cylinder Q+̺ (zo) this inequality can be rewritten as∣∣∣∣−∫
Q+̺ (zo)
v · ∂tϕ− Db(Dℓ̺,λ)
λp−2
(Dv,Dϕ) dz
∣∣∣∣
≤ c |Dℓ̺,λ|
p
2−2
c1γ λp−2
[(
ε1 +
√
ε2 +R
β
)√
Φλ(̺) + ̺
β|Dℓ̺,λ|
p
2
]
sup
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dϕ|
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≤ c
c1
[
ε1 +
√
ε2 +R
β + δ
]
sup
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dϕ|,
for any ϕ ∈ C10 (Q+̺ (zo),RN ). In the last line we have also used assumption (4.20). Choosing
c1 ≥ 2c in dependence on n, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ large enough and assuming
(4.25) ε1 +√ε2 +Rβo ≤ 2−(n+3)δ
we obtain
(4.26)
∣∣∣∣−∫
Q+̺ (zo)
v · ∂tϕ− Db(Dℓ̺,λ)
λp−2
(Dv,Dϕ) dz
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2−(n+3)δ sup
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dϕ|.
Next, we use the definition of Φλ(̺) and γ to infer for s ∈ {2, p} that
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dv˜|s dz ≤ |Dℓ̺,λ|s−pΦλ(̺) ≤ γ2|Dℓ̺,λ|s(4.27)
With the help of Ho¨lder’s inequality and the fact that γ ≤ 1 we conclude from (4.27) that
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dv˜|p−1 dz ≤ γ2− 2p |Dℓ̺,λ|p−1 ≤ γ|Dℓ̺,λ|p−1.(4.28)
In the following we have to distinguish the cases (xo)n ≥ ̺/2 and (xo)n < ̺/2. In
the first case when (xo)n ≥ ̺/2 we apply the Poincare´ type inequality from Lemma 4.4
on Q̺/2,λ(zo) ⊂ Q+R, which is allowed due to assumption (4.20). In this way we infer for
s ∈ {2, p} that
−
∫
Q̺/2,λ(zo)
∣∣∣ v˜
̺/2
∣∣∣s dz ≤ c−∫
Q̺/2,λ(zo)
|Dv˜|s dz + c
[
λ2−p −
∫
Q̺/2,λ(zo)
|Dv˜|p−1 dz + ̺βλ
]s
≤ c−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dv˜|s dz + c
[
λ2−p −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dv˜|p−1 dz + ̺βλ
]s
,
where c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). In order to further estimate the right-hand side we
use (4.27) and (4.28). Subsequently, we use hypothesis (4.20) as well as ̺β ≤ γ and γ ≤ 1.
This leads us to
−
∫
Q̺/2,λ(zo)
∣∣∣ v˜
̺/2
∣∣∣s dz ≤ c γ2|Dℓ̺,λ|s + c[λ2−pγ|Dℓ̺,λ|p−1 + ̺βλ]s(4.29)
≤ c γ2|Dℓ̺,λ|s + c
[
γ|Dℓ̺,λ|+ ̺β |Dℓ̺,λ|
]s
≤ c γ2|Dℓ̺,λ|s,
where c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). From the definition of v and (4.27) and (4.29)
applied with s = 2 and s = p we infer that
(4.30) −
∫
Q+
̺/2
(zo)
∣∣∣ v
̺/2
∣∣∣2 + |Dv|2 dz + γp−2 −∫
Q+
̺/2
(zo)
∣∣∣ v
̺/2
∣∣∣p + |Dv|p dz ≤ c
c21
+
c
cp1
≤ 1,
provided we have chosen c1 ≫ 1 large enough, in dependence of n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ .
Note that in combination with the conditions from above c1 can be chosen in dependence on
n,N, p,K, ψβ, ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ . Finally, we observe that (4.26) and |Q̺/2(zo)|/|Q+̺ (zo)| ≤ 2n+3
imply that
(4.31)
∣∣∣∣−∫
Q̺/2(zo)
v · ∂tϕ− Db(Dℓ̺,λ)
λp−2
(Dv,Dϕ) dz
∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ sup
Q̺/2(zo)
|Dϕ|
holds for any ϕ ∈ C10 (Q̺/2(zo),RN ). Now, we define
(4.32) A(ξ, ξo) := Db(Dℓ̺,λ)(ξ, ξo)
λp−2
for ξ, ξo ∈ RNn.
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From the definition of b in (2.2) and hypothesis (4.20) we see that A satisfies the following
ellipticity and growth conditions:
(4.33) A(ξ, ξ) ≥ 2−7(p−2)K |ξ|2, |A(ξ, ξo)| ≤ 2p−2pK |ξ||ξo|,
for any ξ, ξo ∈ RNn. At this stage we want to apply the A-caloric approximation lemma
3.11 to (v,A); note that (ν, L) must be replaced by (2−7(p−2)K, 2p−2pK) here. Then, that
the hypothesis of the lemma are satisfied due to (4.30) and (4.31). The application of Lemma
3.11 yields the existence of an A-caloric function h ∈ Lp(Λ̺/4(to);W 1,p(B̺/4(xo),RN )) on
Q̺/4(zo) satisfying
−
∫
Q̺/4(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/4
∣∣∣2 + |Dh|2 dz + γp−2 −∫
Q̺/4(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/4
∣∣∣p + |Dh|p dz ≤ c(n, p)
and
−
∫
Q̺/4(zo)
∣∣∣v − h
̺/4
∣∣∣2 + γp−2∣∣∣v − h
̺/4
∣∣∣p dz ≤ ε.
Next, we consider the case (xo)n < ̺/2. Here, we use the the definition of v and inequality
(4.27) applied with s = 2 and s = p to infer that
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dv|2 dz + γp−2 −
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dv|p dz ≤ 1
c21
+
1
cp1
≤ 2
c21
,
since c1 ≥ 1. Applying the Poincare´ inequality from Lemma 4.5 which is possible since v ≡ 0
on Γ̺(zo) by the definition of ℓ̺,λ and using the last estimate we obtain
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
∣∣∣v
̺
∣∣∣2 + |Dv|2 dz + γp−2 −∫
Q+̺ (zo)
∣∣∣v
̺
∣∣∣p + |Dv|p dz(4.34)
≤ c
[
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dv|2 dz + γp−2 −
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Dv|p dz
]
≤ c(n,N, p)
c21
≤ 1,
provided we have chosen c1 ≫ 1 large enough, in dependence on n,N, p. In combination with
the conditions from above c1 can still be chosen in dependence on n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ .
At this point we recall the definition of the bilinear form A in (4.32) and observe that the el-
lipticity and growth condition from (4.33) also hold in the present case. Moreover, from (4.26)
and (4.34) we see that the assumptions of the boundary version of the A-caloric approxima-
tion lemma, i.e. Lemma 3.12 are satisfied. Therefore, we are in the position to apply Lemma
3.12 to (v,A) and with (ν, L) replaced by (2−7(p−2)K, 2p−2pK). The application then yields
the existence of an A-caloric function h ∈ Lp(Λ̺/4(to);W 1,p(B+̺/4(xo),RN )) on Q+̺/4(zo)
satisfying
−
∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/4
∣∣∣2 + |Dh|2 dz + γp−2 −∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣ h
̺/4
∣∣∣p + |Dh|p dz ≤ c(n, p)(4.35)
and
−
∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣v − h
̺/4
∣∣∣2 + γp−2∣∣∣v − h
̺/4
∣∣∣p dz ≤ ε(4.36)
and also h ≡ 0 on Γ̺/4(zo) if Γ̺/4(zo) 6= ∅. Hence, in any case we have proved the existence of
an A-caloric function h ∈ Lp(Λ̺/4(to);W 1,p(B+̺/4(xo),RN )) on Q+̺/4(zo) satisfying (4.35)
and (4.36). We now let θ ∈ (0, 2−7] to be fixed later and distinguish the cases (xo)n ≥ 4θ̺ and
(xo)n < 4θ̺.
We first consider the the case (xo)n ≥ 4θ̺. With the definition of the affine function ℓ(h)
from (3.9) we use the a priori estimate for the A-caloric function h from Proposition 3.7 which
yields that for s ∈ {2, p} there holds (note that Q+2θ̺(zo) = Q2θ̺(zo))
−
∫
Q2θ̺(zo)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)2θ̺16θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ c (8θ)s −∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣∣ h̺/4
∣∣∣∣s + |Dh|s dz ≤ c(n,N, p,K) γ2−s θs.
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Here we have also used (4.35) in the last line. Combining this with (4.36) we deduce
−
∫
Q2θ̺(zo)
∣∣∣∣v − ℓ(h)θ̺θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ 2s−1 −∫
Q2θ̺(zo)
∣∣∣∣v − h2θ̺
∣∣∣∣s + ∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)2θ̺2θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz
≤ 2s−1
[
(8θ)−n−2−s −
∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣v − h
̺/4
∣∣∣s dz + c γ2−s θs]
≤ c(n,N, p,K) γ2−s[θ−n−2−sε+ θs].
At this stage we choose ε := θn+2+2p, where θ ∈ (0, 2−7] is a fixed parameter which will be
specified later. This particular choice of ε determines δ = δ(n,N, p,K, θ). Rescaling back from
v on Q+̺ (zo) to u on Q
+
̺,λ(zo) we obtain for s ∈ {2, p} that
−
∫
Q2θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣∣∣u− ℓ̺,λ − c1γ|Dℓ̺,λ| ℓ(h)2θ̺2θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz
≤ c cs1 γ2|Dℓ̺,λ|s θs = c θs |Dℓ̺,λ|s−p
[
Φλ(̺) + δ
−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p
]
,
where c = c(n,N, p,K, c1). Recalling that by ℓ̂2θ̺,λ : Rn → RN we denote the unique affine
map minimizing (3.3) (with ̺ replaced by 2θ̺), the preceding inequality together with Lemma
3.6 implies for s ∈ {2, p}
−
∫
Q2θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣∣u− ℓ̂2θ̺,λ
2θ̺
∣∣∣s dz ≤ c θs |Dℓ̺,λ|s−p[Φλ(̺) + δ−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p],(4.37)
where again c = c(n,N, p,K, c1). In order to proceed further we will show that
(4.38) 12 |Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ |Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ| ≤ 2|Dℓ̺,λ|
holds, which allows us to replace Dℓ̺,λ in (4.37) by Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ. From (3.5) and the Poincare´-type
inequality in Lemma 4.4 applied with s = 2 (note that |Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ 2λ) we obtain the following
bound for the difference of the two quantities:
|Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ −Dℓ̺,λ|2 ≤ n(n+ 2)−
∫
Q2θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣∣∣u− (u)2θ̺,λ −Dℓ̺,λ (x − xo)2θ̺
∣∣∣∣2 dz
≤ c−
∫
Q2θ̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dℓ̺,λ|2 dz
+ c
[
λ2−p −
∫
Q2θ̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dℓ̺,λ|p−1 dz + ̺βλ
]2
,
where c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Using Ho¨lder’s inequality, the definition of Φλ(̺),
(4.20) and (4.21) and ε2 ≤ θn+2, we further estimate
|Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ −Dℓ̺,λ|2
≤ c θ−(n+2)|Dℓ̺,λ|2−pΦλ(̺) + c
[
|Dℓ̺,λ|2−p
(
θ−(n+2)Φλ(̺)
)1− 1p + ̺β|Dℓ̺,λ|]2
≤ c
[
θ−(n+2)εp2 +
(
θ−(n+2)εp2
)2− 2p + ̺2β]|Dℓ̺,λ|2
≤ c2
[
θ−(n+2)εp2 + ̺
2β
]
|Dℓ̺,λ|2 ≤ 14 |Dℓ̺,λ|2,
provided the smallness assumption
c2
[
θ−(n+2)εp2 +R
2β
o
]
≤ 14(4.39)
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is satisfied. Note that c2 = c2(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). This provs the claim (4.38).
Hence, by (4.38) we are allowed to replace Dℓ̺,λ by Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ in (4.37) which yields that
−
∫
Q2θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣∣u− ℓ̂2θ̺,λ
2θ̺
∣∣∣2 dz ≤ c θ2 |Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ|2−p[Φλ(̺) + δ−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p].
Combining this with (4.37) for s = p we find that
−
∫
Q2θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣∣∣V|Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ|
(
u− ℓ̂2θ̺,λ
2θ̺
)∣∣∣∣2 ≤ c θ2[Φλ(̺) + δ−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p],
where c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Next, we apply Caccioppoli’s inequality from
Lemma 4.2 in order to estimate the left-hand side of the preceding inequality from below. We
obtain (note that |Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ| ≥ 12 |Dℓ̺,λ| ≥ 2−8λ ≥ 2−8G(ε1), which allows us to apply the
lemma) the following estimate:
−
∫
Qθ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣V|Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ|(Du−Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ)∣∣2 dz ≤ c[θ2Φλ(̺) + δ−2(θ̺)β |Dℓ̺,λ|p]
with a constant c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Now, recalling the definition of ℓθ̺,λ
Lemma 3.5 allows us to replace Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ by Dℓθ̺,λ in the preceding estimate, i.e.
Φλ(θ̺) = −
∫
Qθ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣V|Dℓθ̺,λ|(Du−Dℓθ̺,λ)∣∣2 dz
≤ 22p −
∫
Qθ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣V|Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ|(Du−Dℓ̂2θ̺,λ)∣∣2 dz
≤ c3
[
θ2Φλ(̺) + δ
−2(θ̺)β |Dℓ̺,λ|p
]
,
where θ ∈ (0, 2−7] is still to be chosen and c3 = c3(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ).
Next, we turn our attention to the second case (xo)n < 4θ̺. We recall that θ ∈ (0, 2−7]
is an arbitrary fixed parameter that shall be chosen at the end of the proof. With z′o :=
((xo)1, . . . , (xo)n−1, 0, to) denoting the orthogonal projection of zo on Γ we have Q+16θ̺(z′o) ⊂
Q+̺/8(z
′
o) ⊂ Q+̺/4(zo). With the definition of the affine function ℓ(h) from (3.9) we use the a
priori estimate for theA-caloric function h from Proposition 3.7 which yields that for s ∈ {2, p}
there holds
−
∫
Q+16θ̺(z
′
o)
∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)z′o;16θ̺16θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ c (128θ)s −∫
Q+
̺/8
(z′o)
∣∣∣∣ h̺/8
∣∣∣∣s + |Dh|s dz
≤ c θs −
∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣∣ h̺/4
∣∣∣∣s + |Dh|s dz
≤ c(n,N, p,K) γ2−s θs.
Here we have also used (4.35) in the last line. Combining this with (4.36) we deduce
−
∫
Q+16θ̺(z
′
o)
∣∣∣∣v − ℓ(h)z′o;16θ̺16θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz ≤ 2s−1 −∫
Q+16θ̺(z
′
o)
∣∣∣∣v − h16θ̺
∣∣∣∣s + ∣∣∣∣h− ℓ(h)z′o;16θ̺16θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz
≤ 2s−1
[
(128θ)−n−2−s −
∫
Q+
̺/8
(z′o)
∣∣∣v − h
̺/8
∣∣∣s dz + c γ2−s θs]
≤ c
[
θ−n−2−s −
∫
Q+
̺/4
(zo)
∣∣∣v − h
̺/4
∣∣∣s dz + γ2−s θs]
≤ c(n,N, p,K) γ2−s[θ−n−2−sε+ θs].
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We choose ε := θn+2+2p as in the first case and note that this particular choice of ε determines
δ = δ(n,N, p,K, θ). Rescaling back from v on Q+̺ (zo) to u on Q+̺,λ(zo) we obtain for s ∈
{2, p} that
−
∫
Q+16θ̺,λ(z
′
o)
∣∣∣∣u− ℓ̺,λ − c1γ|Dℓ̺,λ| ℓ(h)z′o;16θ̺16θ̺
∣∣∣∣s dz
≤ c cs1 γ2|Dℓ̺,λ|s θs = c θs |Dℓ̺,λ|s−p
[
Φλ(̺) + δ
−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p
]
,
where c = c(n,N, p,K, c1). We note that the definitions of ℓ̺,λ and ℓ(h)z′o;16θ̺ and the fact that
(xo)n < 4θ̺ < ̺/2 imply that ℓ̺,λ − c1γ|Dℓ̺,λ| ℓ(h)z′o;16θ̺ = 0 on Γ. By Lemma 3.6, we can
replace this affine function by the unique affine map ℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ : R
n → RN minimizing (3.3)
(with (zo, ̺) replaced by (z′o, 16θ̺)) amongst all affine maps ℓ(z) = ℓ(x) satisfying ℓ = 0 on
Γ. Hence, for s ∈ {2, p} we get
−
∫
Q+
16θ̺,λ
(z′o)
∣∣∣u− ℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ
16θ̺
∣∣∣s dz ≤ c θs |Dℓ̺,λ|s−p[Φλ(̺) + δ−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p],(4.40)
where c = c(n,N, p,K, c1). In order to proceed further we will show that
(4.41) 12 |Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ |Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ| ≤ 2|Dℓ̺,λ|
holds which will allow us to replaceDℓ̺,λ in (4.40) byDℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ. Using (3.6) and the Poincare´
inequality from Lemma 4.5 we obtain the following bound for the difference of the two quanti-
ties:
|Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ −Dℓ̺,λ|2 ≤ (n+ 2)−
∫
Q+16θ̺,λ(z
′
o)
∣∣∣∣u− ℓ̺,λ16θ̺
∣∣∣∣2 dz(4.42)
≤ c4(n,N)−
∫
Q+16θ̺,λ(z
′
o)
|Du−Dℓ̺,λ|2 dz.
Taking into account the fact that Q+16θ̺,λ(z′o) ⊂ Q+̺ (zo), the definition of Φλ(̺) and hypothesis
(4.21), we further estimate
|Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ −Dℓ̺,λ|2 ≤ c4 (16θ)−(n+2) −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dℓ̺,λ|2 dz
≤ c4 θ−(n+2)|Dℓ̺,λ|2−pΦλ(̺)
≤ c4 θ−(n+2)εp2 |Dℓ̺,λ|2 ≤ 14 |Dℓ̺,λ|2,
provided the smallness assumption
c4 θ
−(n+2)εp2 ≤ 14(4.43)
is satisfied with the constant c4 = c4(n,N). This ensures that the claim (4.41) is true. Hence,
by (4.41) we are allowed to replace in (4.40) Dℓ̺,λ by Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ which yields
−
∫
Q+
16θ̺,λ
(z′o)
∣∣∣u− ℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ
16θ̺
∣∣∣2 dz ≤ c θ2 |Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ|2−p[Φλ(̺) + δ−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p].
Combining this with (4.40) for s = p we find that
−
∫
Q+16θ̺,λ(z
′
o)
∣∣∣∣V|Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ|
(
u− ℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ
16θ̺
)∣∣∣∣2 ≤ c θ2 [Φλ(̺) + δ−2̺2β |Dℓ̺,λ|p],
where c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Next, we apply Caccioppoli’s inequality from
Lemma 4.2 in order to estimate the left-hand side of the preceding inequality from below. We
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obtain (note that |Dℓ̂z′o;8θ̺,λ| ≥ 12 |Dℓ̺,λ| ≥ 2−8λ ≥ 2−8G(ε1), which allows us to apply the
lemma) the following estimate:
−
∫
Q+8θ̺,λ(z
′
o)
∣∣V|Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ|(Du−Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ)∣∣2 dz ≤ c[θ2Φλ(̺) + δ−2(θ̺)β |Dℓ̺,λ|p]
with a constant c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ, ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ). Since Q+θ̺,λ(zo) ⊂ Q+8θ̺,λ(z′o) the last
estimate implies
−
∫
Q+θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣V|Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ|(Du−Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ)∣∣2 dz ≤ c[θ2Φλ(̺) + δ−2(θ̺)β |Dℓ̺,λ|p].
Now, recalling the definition of ℓθ̺,λ, Lemma 3.5 allows us to replace Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ by Dℓθ̺,λ in
the preceding estimate, i.e.
Φλ(θ̺) = −
∫
Q+θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣V|Dℓθ̺,λ|(Du−Dℓθ̺,λ)∣∣2 dz
≤ 22p −
∫
Q+θ̺,λ(zo)
∣∣V|Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ|(Du−Dℓ̂z′o;16θ̺,λ)∣∣2 dz
≤ c5
[
θ2Φλ(̺) + δ
−2(θ̺)β |Dℓ̺,λ|p
]
,
where θ ∈ (0, 2−7] is still to be fixed and c5 = c5(n,N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞, Gβ).
At this stage we perform the choices of the constants θ, ε1, ε2 and Ro. We first choose
θ ∈ (0, 2−7] such that c3θ2 ≤ 12θβ , c5θ2 ≤ 12θβ and θ ≤ 8−p/β holds. Note that θ ≤ 8−p/β
appears in the statement of the lemma and will be needed in the application of the lemma later on.
This fixes θ in dependence on n,N, p,K, β, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ . As mentioned before this fixes
firstly ε = θn+2+2p in dependence of the same parameters, and secondly δ, also in dependence
on the the same parameters. Finally, we have to ensure that the smallness conditions (4.25),
(4.39) and (4.43) are satisfied. Therefore, we choose ε1 ∈ (0, 1] according to
ε1 ≤ 13δ
and ε2 ∈ (0, θn+2] small enough to have
ε2 ≤ 13δ2 and max{c2, c4} θ−(n+2)εp2 ≤ 18
and finally Ro ∈ (0, 1] satisfying
Rβo ≤ 13δ and c2R2βo ≤ 18 .
Then, ε1, ε2 and R depend on n,N, p,K, ψβ , β, ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ . This finishes the proof of the
lemma. 
Our next aim is to iterate Lemma 4.8. This is achieved in the following:
Proposition 4.9. There exist constants R1 ∈ (0, 1], θ ∈ (0, 8−p/β], ε1 ∈ (0, 1], ε2 ∈ (0, θn+2]
and c¯ ≥ 1 depending on n,N, p,K, β, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ such that under the assumptions of
Proposition 4.1 with some R ∈ (0, R1] the following is true: Whenever Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR is a
cylinder with (xo)n ≥ 0 and λ ≥ G(ε1) satisfying
(4.44) 2−6λ ≤ |Dℓzo;̺,λ| ≤ λ
and
(4.45) Φλ
(
zo, ̺,Dℓzo;̺,λ
) ≤ εp2 |Dℓzo;̺,λ|p,
then the limit
(4.46) Γzo ≡ lim
r↓0
Dℓzo;r
exists and there holds
(4.47) 2−7λ ≤ |Γzo | ≤ 2λ.
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Proof. Once again we abbreviate ℓ̺,λ ≡ ℓzo;̺,λ and Φλ(̺) ≡ Φλ(zo, ̺,Dℓzo;̺,λ). We let
Ro ∈ (0, 1], θ ∈ (0, 8−p/β], ε1 ∈ (0, 1], ε2 ∈ (0, θn+2] and c¯ ≥ 1 be the corresponding
constants from Lemma 4.8 depending on n,N, p,K, β, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ . Next, we choose
R1 ∈ (0, 1] satisfying
R1 ≤ max
{
Ro,
( εp2
2pc¯
) 1
β
}
.
By induction we shall prove that for any i ∈ N there holds:
Φλ(θ
i̺) ≤ θβi εp2 |Dℓ̺,λ|p,(I)i [
1− 1
4
i−1∑
j=0
2−j
]
|Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ |Dℓθi̺,λ| ≤
[
1 +
1
4
i−1∑
j=0
2−j
]
|Dℓ̺,λ| .(II)i
We first prove (I)1 and (II)1. Due to assumptions (4.44) and (4.45) we are allowed to apply
Lemma 4.8. Therefore, (4.22), (4.45) and the choice of R1 yield that
Φλ(θ̺) ≤ 12θβ
[
Φλ(̺) + c¯ ̺
β|Dℓ̺,λ|p
]
≤ 12θβ
[
εp2 + c¯ R
β
1
]|Dℓ̺,λ|p ≤ θβεp2 |Dℓ̺,λ|p,
i.e. assertion (I)1 holds. Assertion (II)1 now is a consequence of (4.45) and the fact that ε2 ≤
θn+2 and θ ≤ 8−p/β since
|Dℓθ̺,λ −Dℓ̺,λ| ≤
(
−
∫
Q+θ̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dℓ̺,λ|p dz
) 1
p
≤ θ−n+2p Φλ(̺) 1p
≤ θ−n+2p ε2|Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ θ(n+2)(1−
1
p )|Dℓ̺,λ|
≤ 8− 1β (n+2)(p−1)|Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ 14 |Dℓ̺,λ|.
Now, we prove (I)i and (II)i for i > 1 assuming that (I)i−1 and (II)i−1 hold. Using (4.44) in
(II)i−1 we see that assumption (4.20) of Lemma 4.8 is satisfied on Q+θi−1̺,λ(zo). Moreover,
by the bound from below in (II)i−1 we have |Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ 2|Dℓθi−1̺,λ|. Joining this with (I)i−1,
(4.45) and θ ≤ 8−p/β we get
Φλ(θ
i−1̺) ≤ θβ(i−1) εp2 |Dℓ̺,λ|p ≤ 2pθβ(i−1) εp2 |Dℓθi−1̺,λ|p ≤ εp2 |Dℓθi−1̺,λ|p,
ensuring that also (4.21) holds. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 4.8 with θi−1̺ instead of ̺.
Together with (I)i−1 and (II)i−1 and the choice of R1 this yields:
Φλ(θ
i̺) ≤ 12θβ
[
Φλ(θ
i−1̺) + c¯ (θi−1̺)β |Dℓθi−1̺,λ|p
]
≤ 12θβ
[
θβ(i−1) εp2 |Dℓ̺,λ|p + 2pc¯ (θi−1̺)β |Dℓ̺,λ|p
]
≤ 12θβi
[
εp2 + 2
pc¯ Rβ1
]
|Dℓ̺,λ|p ≤ θβi εp2 |Dℓ̺,λ|p,
proving (I)i. Moreover, from (I)i−1 and ε2 ≤ θn+2 we obtain
|Dℓθi̺,λ −Dℓθi−1̺,λ|p ≤ θ−(n+2)Φλ(θi−1̺)(4.48)
≤ θβ(i−1) θ−(n+2) εp2|Dℓ̺,λ|p ≤ θβ(i−1)|Dℓ̺,λ|p.
Together with the fact that θ ≤ 8−p/β we therefore have
|Dℓθi̺,λ −Dℓθi−1̺,λ| ≤ 8−(i−1)|Dℓ̺,λ| ≤ 14 · 2−(i−1)|Dℓ̺,λ|,
which together with (II)i−1 proves the claim (II)i.
We now come to the proof of (4.46) and (4.47). Given j < k the estimate in (4.48) applied
for i = j + 1, . . . , k yields
|Dℓθj̺,λ −Dℓθk̺,λ| ≤
k∑
i=j+1
|Dℓθi̺,λ −Dℓθi−1̺,λ|
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≤ |Dℓ̺,λ|
k∑
i=j+1
θ
β(i−1)
p ≤ θ
βj
p
1− θ βp
|Dℓ̺,λ|.
Therefore, {Dℓθi̺,λ}i∈N is a Cauchy sequence and the limit
Γ˜zo = lim
i→∞
Dℓθi̺,λ
exists. Passing to the limit k → ∞ in the preceding inequality and taking into account that
1/(1− θ βp ) ≤ 2 since θ ≤ 8− pβ yields
(4.49) |Dℓθj̺,λ − Γ˜zo | ≤ 2θ
βj
p |Dℓ̺,λ|, ∀ j ∈ N.
Finally, we have to replace Γ˜zo by Γzo , i.e. by the limit of Dℓr defined with respect to non-
intrinsic parabolic cylinders when r ↓ 0. For r ∈ (0, λ 2−p2 ̺] we choose j ∈ N0 such that
λ(2−p)/2θj+1̺ < r ≤ λ(2−p)/2θj̺. From (I)j and ε2 ≤ θn+2 we deduce that
|Dℓr −Dℓθj̺,λ|p ≤ −
∫
Q+r (zo)
|Du−Dℓθj̺,λ|p dz
≤
|Q+θj̺,λ(zo)|
|Q+r (zo)|
−
∫
Q+
θj̺,λ
(zo)
|Du−Dℓθj̺,λ|p dz
≤ (θ
j̺)n+2λ2−p
rn+2
θβj εp2|Dℓ̺,λ|p
≤ θ−(n+2)λn(p−2)2 θβj εp2|Dℓ̺,λ|p
≤ λn(p−2)2 θβj |Dℓ̺,λ|p.
Together with (4.49) we therefore have
|Dℓr − Γ˜zo | ≤ |Dℓr −Dℓθj̺,λ|+ |Dℓθj̺,λ − Γ˜zo |
≤ λn(p−2)2p θ βjp |Dℓ̺,λ|+ 2θ
βj
p |Dℓ̺,λ|
≤ 2θ− βp λ (n+β)(p−2)2p
( r
̺
) β
p |Dℓ̺,λ|.
Passing to the limit r ↓ 0 in the right-hand side we infer that
Γzo ≡ lim
r↓0
Dℓr = Γ˜zo .
Moreover, passing to the limit i→∞ in (II)i and using assumption (4.44) we find that (4.47) is
satisfied for Γ˜zo and hence for Γzo . This finishes the proof of the Proposition. 
4.3. The degenerate regime. In this section we are concerned with the so called degenerate
regime where the solution of the original parabolic system is comparable to the solution of the
parabolic p-Laplacian system. The main result of this chapter – a bound for the mean value
of |Du|p on a smaller nested cylinder – is stated in Lemma 4.10. The proof is achieved via a
comparison problem and delicate a priori estimates which are a consequence of theC1;α-theorey
for the parabolic p-Laplacian system due to DiBenedetto & Friedman.
4.3.1. A comparison problem. Throughout this section we let R ∈ (0, 1] and suppose that the
hypothesis of Proposition 4.1 are in force. In the following we let A ∈ RNn and ε ∈ (0, 1] and
consider a cylinder Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR with (xo)n ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 1 and suppose that
(4.50) G(ε)p ≤ −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λp
holds, where G(ε) is defined in (4.8). At this point we note that (4.50) implies
(4.51) ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R) ≤ εG(ε) ≤ ε λ.
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By
v ∈ Lp(Λ̺,λ(to);W 1,p(B+̺ (xo),RN ))
we denote the unique solution of the following parabolic Cauchy-Dirichlet-problem:
(4.52)
{
∂tv − div b(Dv) = 0 in Q+̺,λ(zo)
v = u on ∂PQ
+
̺,λ(zo).
In the following we will derive a comparison estimate for v. Thereby, the computations concern-
ing the use of the time derivatives ∂tv and ∂tu are somewhat formal. Nevertheless, they can be
made rigorous by the use of a mollification procedure in time as for instance Steklov averages.
Since this argumentation is standard, we omit the details and proceed formally. Moreover, we
abbreviate Q ≡ Q+̺,λ(zo) and B ≡ B+̺ (xo).
To prove the comparison estimate we first test both, the weak formulation of (4.52) and (4.7)
by ϕ = v − u and then subtract the resulting identities. This leads us to∫
Q
〈
a
(
(Du+Dg)Ψ
)
, (Du−Dv)Ψ〉− 〈b(Dv), Du−Dv〉 dz
= −
∫
Q
∂t(u− v) · (u − v) dz −
∫
Q
gt · (u− v) dz
Taking into account that∫
Q
∂t(u− v) · (u − v) dz = 12
∫
B
|(u− v)(·, to + λ2−p̺2)|2 dx ≥ 0
and re-arranging terms we get
−
∫
Q+
〈b(Du)− b(Dv), Du−Dv〉 dz ≤ I + II + III− IV,(4.53)
where
I := −
∫
Q+
〈
b(Du)− b(0)− [b(Du+Dg(0, t))− b(Dg(0, t))], Du−Dv〉 dz
II := −
∫
Q+
〈
b
(
Du+Dg(0, t)
)− b(Dg(0, t))
− [a(Du+Dg(0, t))− a(Dg(0, t))], Du−Dv〉 dz
III := −
∫
Q+
〈
a
(
Du+Dg(0, t)
)
, Du−Dv〉− 〈a((Du +Dg)Ψ), (Du−Dv)Ψ〉 dz
IV := −
∫
Q+
gt · (u − v) dz.
Note that in II we used −∫Q+〈a(Dg(0, t)), Du−Dv〉 dz = 0. We now in turn estimate the terms
I – IV. For the estimate of I we use Lemma 3.14 with (ξ, ξo) replaced by (Du, 0) and (4.51) to
infer ∣∣b(Du)− b(0)− [b(Du+Dg(0, t))− b(Dg(0, t))]∣∣
≤ c |Dg(0, t)|(|Du|2 + |Dg(0, t)|2) p−32 |Du|
≤ c ελ(|Du|2 + |Dg(0, t)|2) p−32 |Du|
≤ c ελ[|Du|p−2 + χp>3|Dg(0, t)|p−3|Du|]
≤ c ε[λ|Du|p−2 + λp−2|Du|],
where c = c(p,K) and χp>3 = 1 if p > 3 and χp>3 = 0 if p ≤ 3. Inserting this into I and using
Young’s and Ho¨lder’s inequality and (4.50) we obtain for δ ∈ (0, 1] that
I ≤ c ε−
∫
Q
[
λ|Du|p−2 + λp−2|Du|]|Du−Dv| dz
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≤ εδ −
∫
Q
|Du−Dv|p dz + c ε−
∫
Q
[
λ
p
p−1 |Du| p(p−2)p−1 + λ p(p−2)p−1 |Du| pp−1
]
dz
≤ δ −
∫
Q
|Du−Dv|p dz + c ε
[
λ
p
p−1
(
−
∫
Q
|Du|p dz
) p−2
p−1
+ λ
p(p−2)
p−1
(
−
∫
Q
|Du|p dz
) 1
p−1
]
≤ δ −
∫
Q
|Du−Dv|p dz + c(p,K, 1/δ) ελp.
For the estimate of II we apply Lemma 3.16 with the choice (Dg(0, t), Du(z) +Dg(0, t), λ, ε)
instead of (A, ξ, δ, ε). Note that this is possible due to (4.50), since
|Dg(0, t)|+ λ ≥ λ ≥ G(ε) = 2
11 ψβ
ε
[
‖ω‖∞Kε + ‖Dg‖L∞(Q+R)
]
≥ 8‖ω‖∞Kε
ε
.
The application of the lemma yields
II ≤ c ε−
∫
Q
(|Du|+ λ)(1 + |Dg(0, t)|2 + |Du|2) p−22 |Du−Dv| dz
≤ c(p) ε−
∫
Q
(|Du|+ λ)p−1|Du−Dv| dz,
where we used (4.51) and the fact that λ ≥ 1 in the last line. Together with and Young’s
inequality and (4.50) we further estimate
II ≤ εδ −
∫
Q
|Du−Dv|p dz + c ε−
∫
Q
(|Du|+ λ)p dz
≤ δ −
∫
Q
|Du −Dv|p dz + c(p, 1/δ) ελp.
For III we apply Lemma 3.15 with (G, ξ, ξo, ζ) replaced by (Dg(·, t), Du,Du,Du−Dv) (re-
call that Ψ(0) = In×n from (4.3)) and subsequently use (4.51), the fact that λ ≥ 1, Young’s
inequality and (4.50). In this way we obtain
III ≤ cRβ −
∫
Q
(λ+ |Du|)p−1|Du−Dv| dz
≤ Rβδ −
∫
Q
|Du−Dv|p dz + cRβ −
∫
Q
(λ+ |Du|)p dz
≤ δ −
∫
Q
|Du−Dv|p dz + c(p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ , 1/δ)Rβλp.
Finally, we use Ho¨lder’s and Poincare´’s inequality, the second last inequality in (4.12), Young’s
inequality and that λ ≥ 1 to estimate IV as follows:
IV ≤
(
−
∫
Q
|v − u|p dz
) 1
p
(
−
∫
Q
|gt|p′ dz
) 1
p′
≤ c ̺
(
−
∫
Q
|Dv −Du|p dz
) 1
p
G
1
p′
β ̺
β−1λ
p−2
p′
≤ δ −
∫
Q
|Dv −Du|p dz + c(n, p,Gβ , 1/δ)Rβλp.
Joining the preceding estimates for I – IV with (4.53), applying Lemma 3.3 (i) and choosing
δ = K8c(p) to absorb the terms involving Dv from the right-hand side into the left we arrive at
the following comparison estimate:
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dv|p dz ≤ ccomp
[
ε+ Rβ
]
λp,(4.54)
where ccomp = ccomp(n, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ).
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4.3.2. A decay estimate. Here, we use the comparison estimate from above to deduce a decay
estimate for the degenerate regime.
Lemma 4.10. Let χ ∈ (0, 1]. There exist constants R2 = R2(n,N, p,K, ψβ , β, ao,
‖ω‖∞,Gβ , χ) ∈ (0, 1], Cd = Cd(n,N, p,K) ≥ 1, ϑ = ϑ(n,N, p,K, χ) ∈ (0, 1/4] and
ε = ε(n, N, p,K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ , χ) ∈ (0, 1] such that the following is true: Suppose that
the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 are satisfied with some R ∈ (0, R2] and that Q̺,λ(zo) ⊂ QR
is a cylinder with (xo)n ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 1 satisfying
(4.55) G(ε)p ≤ −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λp,
then there exists λ1 ∈ [G(ε), Cdλ] such that Qϑ̺,λ1(zo) ⊂ Q̺,λ(zo) and
(4.56) −
∫
Q+ϑ̺,λ1
(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λp1
holds. Moreover, if one of the conditions
(4.57) |Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 | ≤ λ164 or χp|Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 |p ≤ Φλ1
(
zo, ϑ̺,Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1
)
is satisfied, then there holds
(4.58) λ1 ≤ λ.
Proof. We let ϑ ∈ (0, 1/4] to be fixed later and choose ε,R2 ∈ (0, 1] such that
(4.59) ε+Rβ2 ≤
ϑn+4+p
ccomp
,
where ccomp denotes the constant from the comparison estimate (4.54) depending on n, p,
K, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ . Next, we denote by
v ∈ Lp(Λ̺,λ(to);W 1,p(B+̺ (xo),RN ))
the unique solution of the comparison problem (4.52) on Q+̺,λ(zo). Due to (4.55) we know that
the comparison estimate (4.54) holds true, that is
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dv|p dz ≤ ccomp
[
ε+Rβ
]
λp ≤ ϑn+4+p λp.(4.60)
Combining this with assumption (4.56) we obtain
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Dv|p dz ≤ 2p−1
[∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dv|p dz +
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du|p dz
]
≤ 2pλp,
and therefore we are in the position to apply Lemma 3.10 to the function v. In order to take
advantage of the lower bound (3.16) we need to distinguish the cases (xo)n ≥ ϑ̺ and (xo)n <
ϑ̺, where ϑ ∈ (0, 1/4] is a parameter that will be fixed at the end of the proof. More precisely,
with the abbreviation
(4.61) zo :=
{
zo if (xo)n ≥ ϑ̺
z′o := ((xo)1, . . . , (xo)n−1, 0, to) if (xo)n < ϑ̺
we have from the last estimate
−
∫
Q+
̺/2,λ
(zo)
|Dv|p dz ≤ 2n+p+3λp.
Therefore, we may apply Lemma 3.10 to the function v with the constant c∗ ≡ 2n+p+3, zo
instead of zo and the choice r ≡ ϑ˜̺, where
(4.62) ϑ˜ :=
{
ϑ if (xo)n ≥ ϑ̺
2ϑ if (xo)n < ϑ̺.
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The application of the lemma yields αo = αo(n, p,K) ∈ (0, 1), µo = µo(n,N, p,K) ≥ 1 and a
parameter µ satisfying
(4.63) µo
(
2max{ϑ˜̺, ̺s}
̺
)αo
≤ µ ≤ 2µo
(
2max{ϑ˜̺, ̺s}
̺
)αo
,
where ̺s ∈ [0, ̺/2], such that Qϑ˜̺,λµ(zo) ⊂ Q̺/2,λ(zo) ⊂ Q̺,λ(zo) and
(4.64) sup
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Dv| ≤ λµ
and
(4.65) −
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
∣∣Dv −Dℓ(v)
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
∣∣s dz ≤ c λsµsmin{1, ϑ̺
̺s
}2αo
for s ∈ [2, p]
holds, where c depends on n,N, p,K. Note that in the case ̺s = 0 one has to interpret ϑ˜̺/̺s =
∞ in (4.65). Finally, if ϑ˜̺ < ̺s we additionally have
(4.66) ∣∣Dℓ(v)
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
∣∣ ≥ λµ
16
.
We now set
λ1 := max{2λµ,G(ε)}
and note that λ1 ≤ 4µoλ =: Cdλ and moreover
Qϑ̺,λ1(zo) ⊂ Qϑ˜̺,λ1(zo) ⊂ Qϑ˜̺,λµ(zo) ⊂ Q̺,λ(zo).
Furthermore, from (4.60) and (4.64) and the fact that ϑ ≤ 1/4 we get
−
∫
Q+ϑ̺,λ1
(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ 2p−1
[
ϑ−(n+2)
(λ1
λ
)p−2
−
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du−Dv|p dz + sup
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Dv|p
]
≤ 2p−1
[
ϑ2+p
(λ1
λ
)p−2
λp + (λµ)p
]
≤ 2p−1
[
ϑ2
4p
· λ
p
1
22µ2
+
λp1
2p
]
≤ λp1,
where in the last step we used the fact that µ ≥ ϑαo ≥ ϑ which is a consequence of (4.63). This
proves the first assertion of the lemma, i.e. (4.56).
It remains to prove the second part of the lemma, concerning the bound (4.58) for λ1. From
now on we can additionally assume that condition (4.57) is in force. Moreover, it is enough
to consider the case where λ1 = 2λµ, since otherwise we trivially have λ1 = G(ε) ≤ λ by
hypothesis (4.55). In order to prove (4.58) for λ1 = 2λµ we shall first derive a bound of the
form ̺s ≤ c ϑ̺ with some constant c ≥ 1. For this aim we may assume that ̺s > ϑ˜̺ since
otherwise the bound is satisfied with c = 2. But this ensures the validity of (4.66), so that we
have
|Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 |(4.67)
≥ |Dℓ(v)
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
| − |Dℓ(v)
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
| − |Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
−Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 |
≥ λµ
16
−−
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Du−Dv| dz −−
∫
Q+ϑ̺,λ1
(zo)
|Du−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
| dz.
From (4.60) and the fact that ϑ ≤ ϑαo ≤ µ we infer
−
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Du−Dv|p dz ≤ ϑ−(n+2)µp−2 −
∫
Q+̺,λ(zo)
|Du −Dv|p dz(4.68)
≤ ϑp+2µp−2λp ≤ ϑpµpλp.
The last inequality together with Ho¨lder’s inequality and (4.65) yields for s ∈ {2, p} that
−
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Du−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
|s dz(4.69)
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≤ c
[
−
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Du−Dv|s dz +−
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Dv −Dℓ(v)
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
|s dz
]
≤ c
[
ϑsµsλs + λsµs
(ϑ̺
̺s
)2αo] ≤ c λsµs(ϑ̺
̺s
)2αo
,
where c = c(n,N, p,K). This together with Ho¨lder’s inequality immediately implies
−
∫
Q+ϑ̺,λ1
(zo)
|Du−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
| dz ≤ 2n+22p−2 −
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Du−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
| dz(4.70)
≤ c(n,N, p,K)λµ
(ϑ̺
̺s
)αo
.
Joining (4.68) and (4.70) with (4.67) we find that
|Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 | ≥
λµ
16
− ϑλµ− c λµ
(ϑ̺
̺s
)αo ≥ λµ
16
− c λµ
(ϑ̺
̺s
)αo(4.71)
for c = c(n,N, p,K). At this point we take advantage of the additional assumption (4.57). We
first consider the case where (4.57)1 holds. Then, from (4.71) and (4.57)1 we get
λµ
16
− c λµ
(ϑ̺
̺s
)αo ≤ |Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 | ≤ λ164 = λµ32 ,
which proves that
̺s ≤ (32c) 1αo ϑ̺ = c(n,N, p,K)ϑ̺.
On the other hand, if (4.57)2 holds true we first infer a bound for Φλ1(ϑ̺). This is a consequence
of the quasi-minimality of Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 with respect to the mapping ξ 7→ −
∫
Q+ϑ̺,λ1
(zo)
|Du−ξ|s dz
for s ∈ {2, p} and (4.56) and (4.69) applied with s = 2 and s = p:
Φλ1
(
zo, ϑ̺,Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1
)
≤ c−
∫
Q+
ϑ̺,λ1
(zo)
|Du −Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
|p dz + c λp−21 −
∫
Q+
ϑ̺,λ1
(zo)
|Du−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
|2 dz
≤ c−
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Du−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
|p dz + c λp−21 −
∫
Q+
ϑ˜̺,λµ
(zo)
|Du−Dℓ
zo;ϑ˜̺,λµ
|2 dz
≤ c λpµp
(ϑ̺
̺s
)2αo
+ c λp−21 λ
2µ2
(ϑ̺
̺s
)2αo ≤ c λpµp(ϑ̺
̺s
)2αo
,
where c = c(n,N, p,K). Combining this estimate with (4.71) and (4.57)2 we get
λµ
16
≤ |Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1 |+ c λµ
(ϑ̺
̺s
)αo
≤ χ−1Φ
1
p
λ1
(
zo, ϑ̺,Dℓzo;ϑ̺,λ1
)
+ c λµ
(ϑ̺
̺s
)αo ≤ c (χ−1 + 1)λµ(ϑ̺
̺s
) 2αo
p
,
which implies
̺s ≤
[
16c (χ−1 + 1)
] p
2αo ϑ̺ = c(n,N, p,K, χ)ϑ̺.
Therefore, in any case we have ̺s ≤ c ϑ̺, where c depends at most on n,N, p,K, χ. By (4.63)
we therefore conclude
λ1 = 2λµ ≤ 4µo
(2̺s
̺
)αo
λ ≤ 4µo(2c ϑ)αoλ = c(n,N, p,K, χ)ϑαoλ.
Now we choose ϑ ∈ (0, 1/4] in dependence of n,N, p,K, χ in such a way that
c ϑαo ≤ 1.
This proves (4.58). Having fixed ϑ we can perform the choices of ε and R2 according to (4.59).
Note that this choice amounts in the dependencies of the parameters indicated in the statement
of the lemma. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
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4.4. Concluding the proof. In order to complete the proof Propositon 4.1 we now proceed in
two steps. We first show that the spatial gradient belongs to L∞ and subsequently use this fact
together with the parabolic Poincare´ inequality to conclude that u is Lipschitz continuous with
respect to the parabolic metric.
4.4.1. Boundedness of the spatial gradient. We first fix the constants from Proposition 4.9 and
Lemma 4.10. By θ ∈ (0, 8−p/β], R1 ∈ (0, 1], ε1 ∈ (0, 1], ε2 ∈ (0, θn+2] and c¯ ≥ 1 we denote
the constants from Proposition 4.9 depending on n,N, p,K, ψβ , β, ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ . Next, we fix
the constants of Lemma 4.10 for the choice χ = ε2. This yields Cd = Cd(n,N, p,K) ≥ 1
and R2 ∈ (0, 1], ϑ ∈ (0, 1/4], ε ∈ (0, 1] depending at most on n,N, p,K, β, ψβ , ao, ‖ω‖∞,Gβ .
Finally, we let
εo := min{ε, ε1} and Ro := min{R1, R2}.
Suppose now that the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 are satisfied with some R ∈ (0, Ro] and
that zo ∈ Q+R is a Lebesgue point of Du, i.e. there holds
Du(zo) = lim
r↓0
(Du)+zo;r and limr↓0 −
∫
Q+r (zo)
|Du− (Du)+zo;r| dz = 0.
We choose ̺ ∈ (0, R] such that Q̺(zo) ⊂ QR and define
λo :=
(
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
2
+G(εo),
where G(εo) is defined in (4.8). In the following we will prove that there exists a non-increasing
sequence of radii 0 ≤ ̺i ≤ ϑi̺ and λi > 0 such that for any i ∈ N0 there holds G(εo) ≤ λi ≤
λo and
(4.72)

|Du(zo)| ≤ 2Cd λo if ̺i = 0,
G(εo)
p ≤ −
∫
Q+̺i,λi
(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λpi if ̺i > 0.
The assertion will be proved by iteration. We start with the case i = 0. Here, we define ̺o := ̺
if −∫
Q+r,λo (zo)
|Du|p dz > G(εo)p for any r ∈ (0, ̺] and
̺o := inf
{
r ∈ (0, ̺] : −
∫
Q+r,λo(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ G(εo)p
}
otherwise. We now distinguish three cases. In the case ̺o = 0 we use the fact that zo is a
Lebesgue point of Du to infer that
|Du(zo)| = | lim
r↓0
(Du)+zo;r| ≤ lim sup
r↓0
|(Du)+zo;r,λo |+ lim sup
r↓0
|(Du)+zo;r,λo − (Du)+zo;r|
≤ lim sup
r↓0
(
−
∫
Q+r,λo(zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
p
+ lim sup
r↓0
−
∫
Q+r,λo(zo)
|Du− (Du)+zo;r| dz
≤ G(εo) + lim sup
r↓0
λp−2o −
∫
Q+r (zo)
|Du− (Du)+zo;r| dz = G(εo) ≤ λo.
Setting ̺i = 0 and λi = λo for any i ∈ N this proves (4.72)i for any i ∈ N0 and we can stop the
iteration scheme.
In the case ̺o = ̺ we have
G(εo)
p ≤ −
∫
Q+̺o,λo (zo)
|Du|p dz = −
∫
Q+̺,λo (zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λp−2o −
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λpo,
which proves (4.72)0. Finally, in the case 0 < ̺o < ̺ there holds
−
∫
Q+̺o,λo (zo)
|Du|p dz = G(εo)p ≤ λpo,
which again shows (4.72)0. This finishes the proof for i = 0.
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We now suppose that i ≥ 0 and that ̺j, λj have already been constructed for j = 0, 1, . . . , i
in such a way that (4.72) holds. In the case that ̺i = 0 there is nothing to do, since then also
̺k = 0 and (4.72)k holds for any k ≥ i. Therefore, it is enough to consider the case where
̺i > 0 and the second case of (4.72)i holds. By (4.72)i we can apply Lemma 4.10 with (̺i, λi)
instead of (̺, λ) to infer the existence of λi+1 ∈ [G(εo), Cdλi] such that Qϑ̺i,λi+1(zo) ⊂
Q̺i,λi(zo) and
−
∫
Q+ϑ̺i,λi+1
(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λpi+1(4.73)
holds. We now distinguish whether we are in the non-degenerate or in the degenerate regime at
level ϑ̺i. If we are in the non-degenerate regime, i.e. if
(4.74) λi+164 ≤ |Dℓzo;ϑ̺i,λi+1 | and Φλi+1
(
zo, ϑ̺i, Dℓzo;ϑ̺i,λi+1
) ≤ εp2|Dℓzo;ϑ̺i,λi+1 |p
holds we can apply (4.47) from Proposition 4.9. Together with the definition of Dℓzo;r and the
fact that zo is a Lebesgue point this yields
|Du(zo)| ≤ 2λi+1 ≤ 2Cdλi ≤ 2Cdλo.
Setting ̺k = 0 and λk = λi for any k > i (note that here we possibly redefine λi+1) this proves
(4.72)k for any k > i. Therefore, in this case we have proved the assertion and can stop the
iteration scheme.
On the other hand, if (4.74) fails to hold we know that (4.57) is satisfied and therefore we can
apply the second part of Lemma 4.10 to conclude that
λi+1 ≤ λi ≤ λo.
We now define ̺i+1 := ϑ̺i if −
∫
Q+r,λi+1
(zo)
|Du|p dz > G(εo)p for any r ∈ (0, ϑ̺i] and
̺i+1 := inf
{
r ∈ (0, ϑ̺i] : −
∫
Q+r,λi+1
(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ G(εo)p
}
otherwise. In the case ̺i+1 = 0 we use that zo is a Lebesgue point of Du to deduce that
|Du(zo)| = | lim
r↓0
(Du)zo;r|
≤ lim sup
r↓0
|(Du)+zo;r,λi+1 |+ lim sup
r↓0
|(Du)+zo;r,λi+1 − (Du)+zo;r|
≤ lim sup
r↓0
(
−
∫
Q+
r,λi+1
(zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
p
+ lim sup
r↓0
−
∫
Q+
r,λi+1
(zo)
|Du− (Du)+zo;r| dz
≤ G(εo) + lim sup
r↓0
λp−2i+1 −
∫
Q+r (zo)
|Du− (Du)+zo;r| dz = G(εo) ≤ λo.
Setting ̺k = 0 and λk = λi for any k > i + 1 this proves (4.72)k for any k > i. Therefore, in
this case we have proved the assertion and can stop the iteration scheme.
In the case ̺i+1 = ϑ̺i we have
G(εo)
p ≤ −
∫
Q+̺i+1,λi+1
(zo)
|Du|p dz = −
∫
Q+ϑ̺i,λi+1
(zo)
|Du|p dz ≤ λpi+1
by (4.73), while in the case 0 < ̺i+1 < ϑ̺i there holds
−
∫
Q+̺i+1,λi+1
(zo)
|Du|p dz = G(εo)p ≤ λpi+1.
Hence, in both cases we have shown that (4.72)i+1 holds. This finishes the proof of (4.72).
We now come to the final proof of the bound for |Du(zo)|. From (4.72) we conclude that
either
|Du(zo)| ≤ 2Cd λo,
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or the second case of (4.72) holds for all i ∈ N0. In the latter case we use the fact that zo is a
Lebesgue point of Du to infer
|Du(zo)| = | lim
i→∞
(Du)+zo;̺i |
≤ lim sup
i→∞
|(Du)+zo;̺i,λi |+ lim sup
i→∞
|(Du)+zo;̺i,λi − (Du)+zo;̺i |
≤ lim sup
i→∞
(
−
∫
Q+̺i,λi
(zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
p
+ lim sup
i→∞
−
∫
Q+̺i,λi
(zo)
|Du− (Du)+zo;̺i | dz
≤ lim sup
i→∞
λi + lim sup
i→∞
λp−2i −
∫
Q+̺i (zo)
|Du− (Du)+zo;̺i | dz ≤ λo.
Therefore, recalling the definition of λo we deduce that in any case there holds
|Du(zo)| ≤ 2Cd λo = c(n,N, p,K)
[(
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
2
+G(εo)
]
.
Finally, inserting the definition of G(εo) from (4.8) we get
(4.75) |Du(zo)| ≤ c1
(
−
∫
Q+̺ (zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
2
+ c2,
where c1 = c1(n,N, p,K) and c2 = c2(n,N, p,K, ψβ , β, ao, ω(·),Gβ). This proves the state-
ment concerning Du in Proposition 4.1.
4.4.2. Lipschitz continuity of the solution. It now remains to prove the Lipschitz continuity of
u. As already mentioned above, this is an immediate consequence of the gradient bound and the
parabolic Poincare´ inequality from Lemma 4.4. We let ε ∈ (0, R). For zo ∈ Q+R−ε/2 we infer
from (4.75) that
|Du(zo)| ≤ c1
(
−
∫
Q+
ε/2
(zo)
|Du|p dz
) 1
2
+ c2 ≤ c
(R
ε
)n+2
2
(
−
∫
Q+R
(|Du|p + 1) dz) 12 .
We now consider zo = (xo, to) ∈ Q+1−ε and r ∈ (0, ε/8]. In the case that (xo)n ≥ r and hence
Qr(zo) ⊂ Q+R we obtain from Poincare´’s inequality, i.e. Lemma 4.4 applied with λ = 1 and
A = 0 and the preceding estimate (note that Q+r (zo) ⊂ Q+R−ε/2) that
r−2 −
∫
Qr(zo)
|u− (u)zo;r|2 dz ≤ c−
∫
Qr(zo)
|Du|2dz + c
[
−
∫
Qr(zo)
|Du|p−1dz + rβ
]2
≤ c
(
−
∫
Q+R
(|Du|p + 1) dz)p−1
for a constant c = c(n,N, p,K, ψβ , β, ao, ω(·),Gβ , ε). In the case that (xo)n < r we apply the
boundary Poincare´ inequality from Lemma 4.5 to infer that
r−2 −
∫
Q+r (zo)
|u− (u)+
zo;r|2 dz ≤ r−2 −
∫
Q+r (zo)
|u|2 dz ≤ 2n+2r−2 −
∫
Q+2r(z
′
o)
|u|2 dz
≤ c−
∫
Q+2r(z
′
o)
|Du|2dz ≤ c −
∫
Q+R
(|Du|p + 1) dz,
where by z′o := ((xo)1 . . . , (xo)n−1, 0, to) we denote the orthogonal projection of zo on Γ. By the
characterization of Ho¨lder continuity of Campanato-Da Prato [9] it follows that u is C0;1,1/2-
continuous in Q+R−ε. This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.1. ✷
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